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Lone Oak dominates
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson may give
formal status to an informal steer-•
ing committee that has been watching the education-reform process
since mid-April, aides to the governor say.
The group — which consists of
Wilkinson's top education and
budget advisers and several Department of Education officials —

Thunderstorms
Monday showers and thunderstorms likely. High in the
mid-70s. Light wind. Chance
of rain 70 percent. Monday
night mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers. Low in the
upper 50s. Chance of rain 30
percent.

WORLD
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Status of education committee being considered
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might even be expanded if given
formal status, the aides say.
Mentioned as possible additions
to the steering group were Superintendent of Public Instruction John
Brock and members of the Task
Force on Education Reform. The
task force, made up of legislative
leaders and executive-branch officials, developed most of the
school-reform law.

That legislation revamps the
public schools' curriculum, financing and governance. It was mandated by the state Supreme Court,
which ruled the former system of
public schools unconstitutional.
The task force itself will remain
alive through the end of this year.
It will meet June 6 to review progress in implementing the reform
law. •

Swing your partner

(Cont'd on page 2)

called a proven
cause of disease
in non-smokers
By PAUL RAEBURN
AP Selectee Editor
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STATE
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky Kingdom has been transformed from a
relatively small and unsuccessful theme park into a full-fledged amusement park that owner Ed Hart believes will be a multi-million dollar
success.
FRANKFORT — U.S. Senate candidate John Brock says taking out
large loans to finance an effective last-minute television campaign to
try and beat Democratic front-runner Harvey Sloane would have
damaged his integrity.
HINDMAN — The Health Care Reform Act of 1990, which has
peen praised by national health policy analysts, contains a section that
concerns some medical practitioners in Kentucky.
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NEW YORK — Other people's
smoke is a proven cause of heart
disease in non-smokers, raising
their risk of dying from the disease
by up to 30 percent, a study says.
In a presentation in Boston at the
World Conference on Lung Health,
Stanton Glantz of the University of
California, San Francisco, said
research is beginning to show
exactly how cigarette smoke alters
the heart, blood and arteries. He
presented a study in which he
reviewed others' research on the
subject.
In 1986, the Surgeon General
concluded in his annual report on
smoking and health that so-called
passive smoking causes lung
cancer in non-smokers. At that
time, the evidence was insufficient
to link passive smoking with heart
disease, the report said.
Newer studies have changed
that, Glantz said Friday in a telephone interview.
"The evidence that passive
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Democrat takes

LOS ANGELES — Randy Barnes pocketed a $50,000 bonus on
Sunday when he broke the world record for the shot put by over two
inches in the Jack In The Box Invtational track and field meet.
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Peter Vermes scored just 15 seconds into
the second half to give the United States a 1-0 victory over Partizan
Belgrade of Yugoslavia on Sunday in the Americans' final domestic
tuneup for the World Cup.
LAS VEGAS — Pernell Whitaker moved and jabbed his way to a
unanimous 12-round decision over a relentless Azumah Nelson Saturday night to retain his lightweight titles against the super featherweight
champion.
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Big stadium, small stadium
Cleveland Stadium is the largest major
league ball park
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Meanwhile, some state officials
say they feel changing the informal
committee's status might prove
beneficial to the state.
"The ad hoc arrangement seems
to be serving us all right at this
moment," said Education Cabinet
Secretary Jack Foster. But he said a
more formal process might help

Cigarette smoke

NATIONAL

PORTLAND, Ore. — President Bush is vowing to keep pushing for
agreement with Moscow on a treaty to reduce conventional forces in
Europe, while hailing dramatic progress in other arms talks.
MOSCOW — Pro-Moscow forces in the Baltic republic of Estonia
staged what they called "political strikes" at several plants today, a
spokesman for the strike committee said.
VILNIUS, U.S.S.R. — After the Kremlin embargoed shipments of
oil and gas to secessionist Lithuania, factory director Jouri Sivicki had
to lay off 60 workers. Then he found a way to change the energy supply from gas to electricity, and took the workers back. His commonsense response to the Soviet blockade is typical among Lithuanians.
BUCHAREST, Romania — Interim President Ion Iliescu's National Salvation Front, a group dominated by former Communists,
appeared headed for a decisive victory in Romania's first free elections
in more than half a century.
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NEW YORK — Pan Am
Corp. put a for sale sign on the
Pan Am Shuttle, signaling that
the venerable but financially
troubled airline company is
.under increased pressure to raise
cash.
The decision, revealed Friday,
means both of the principal air
shuttle services carrying passengers along the heavily traveled
Northeast Corridor between
Boston, New York and
Washington, D.C., may be sold.

Participants of the 9th
Annual Spring Square
Dance Festival, above,
promenade in a square
dance Sunday. The two-day
event which began Saturday
was sponsored by the Murray Square-A-Naders square
dance club. Ron Everheart
and Ken Burke were callers
and Joyce Pickier was the
round dance cuer. At left,
Chuck and Louise Weber,
both of Benton, do a twostep cabaret. The event,
which included dance workshops and dances, drew
more than 100 couples.
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Republican to task
on the enrichment
plant in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Democratic U.S. Senate candidate
Harvey Sloane has taken Republican incumbent Mitch McConnell to
task on an issue that could sway
voters in western Kentucky.
Sloane on Saturday questioned
McConnell's ability to protect the
interests of Paducah as the Bush
administration picks a site for a
new plant to replace two uraniumenrichment plants. one of which
employs 1,400 people here.
McConnell, noting his tics to the
White House, says he's western
Kentucky's best bet to land the
new plant.
And political observers say
McConnell's status as the only
GOP senator in the three competing states — Ohio and Tennessee
are the other two — is already
helping him among western Kentucky Democrats.
That's why it's vital that Sloane
(Cont'd on page 2)
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
With a little more than a week left
before the primary, a new poll
shows Dr. Harvey Sloane leading
John Brock by more than a 3-1
margin in their race for the Democratic U.S. Senate nomination.
The latest Bluegrass State Poll,
conducted by The Courier-Journal
early last week, found that Sloane
led the state schools superintendent

Subscribers who base not receked their home-delkered copy of
the Murray Ledger 8 Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 .m.
jittril
on Saturday.are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular o
ours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

-

54 percent to 16 percent. Thirty
percent were undecided.
Compared with the results of an
earlier poll conducted by the newspaper, Sloane has gained about as
much support as Brock.boa lost in
the past month. The previous
survey, conducted April 9-17,
showed Sloane leading 44 to 27
percent.
The April survey of 539 likely

voters had an error margin of 4.2
points. The margin of error in the
latest telephone poll of 466 likely
voters in the May 29 Democratic
primary was plus or minus 4.5 percentage points, the newspaper
reported Sunday.
Brock had cited another poll that
put him only 10 points behind his
opponent. He would not divulge
the source of that information,
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however.
Still, Sloanc's big lead may be
deceiving. Both polls showed that
support for the former Jefferson
County judge-executive is soft.
with only about a fifth of the
respondents declaring strong
support.
Sloane's campaign manager,

(Cont'd on page 2)
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First interviewed juror says law
in Mahoney case just plain 'stunk'
CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) —
The second anniversary of a church
bus crash that killed 27 people
brought back unwelcome memories
for a member of the jury that heard
the case of Larry Mahoney last fall.
"A lot of people thought we
didn't do right, but they just don't
know what we had to go through
and what rules we had to go by,"
he said.
The juror, the first member of
the panel who has agreed to be
interviewed, spoke on the condition
of anonymity with The Kentucky
Post. He said the panel felt parts of
the law Mahoney was being tried
on were unclear, portions were
contradictory and others just plain
"stunk."
Twenty-four youngsters and
three adults died in the nation's
worst drunken driving accident on
May 14, 1988 when Mahoney,
driving in the wrong lanes on Interstate 71, plowed head on into the
Radcliff First Assembly of God
church bus near Carrollton.
Following an emotional trial that
lasted nearly two months, jurors
convicted Mahoney of 27 counts
each of second-degree manslaughter and wanton endangerment, 26
other assault and wanton endangerment charges and one count of
drunken driving.
The Owen County man had been
charged with 27 counts of murder
and faced the possibility of life in
prison for his role in the fiery
crash. Instead, he received a
16-year prison sentence in February and could be released after
serving only eight years.
"It's something you just don't
wash out of your mind," the juror
said of the tragedy. "I don't like to
think about it. I don't even like to
-talk about ir-It does -bother-me."
But the man agreed to talk- on

4.

the anniversary of the crash to
explain why jurors made the decisions they did, and how difficult
the job was. The juror said the
panel was traumatized by the testimony, fatigued by the length of the
trial in Carroll Circuit Court and
overwhelmed by the complicated
jury instructions.
"It was definitely not easy. We
weren't lawyers. And as we were
told later, a lot of lawyers couldn't
even explain differences in the
charges we considered. How were
plain old country folks like us
going to understand it?"
Nevertheless, "I do not regret
anything as far as what we did,"
the juror said. "I regret having to
serve, but I don't regret the decisions we made. I felt that we did
the best we could and if anybody
else could have done it better, they
should have been in there."
The juror said the panel of six
men and six women rejected murder charges for a number of reasons. He said the jurors understood
that Mahoney was charged with
wanton murder. But he said the
fact that Mahoney did not mean to
kill seemed important
"To me, murder is something
somebody does and has to have a
little intent of doing," the juror
said. "He has to kind of know
what he was doing.
"I know the man was drunk and
he was on the wrong side of the
road and he did hit the bus. But
that's not something he set out to
do."
He said another important factor
was the condition of the bus, which
was on a return trip from a Cincinnati amusement park, and the way
it was used.
_tit. __bus had been safer,
there's no doubt in anybody's mind
that more'lives would have been

Governor hints at calling special session
to consider environment, drunk driving
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has hinted that he
may call a special session of the General Assembly to consider environmental issues and tougher drunken-driving laws.
Wilkinson said during a rare hour-long live interview Sunday night on
Louisville's WAVE-TV that he was disappointed that a measure banning
out-of-state garbage failed during the 1990 legislative session.
"This subject is worthy of a special session," he said. "I have asked
Natural Resources to give me the full range of recommendations to those
environmental issues that ought to be considered in a special session and
let me ... make a determination about whether or not we should call a
special session."
Wilkinson also said measures calling for tougher enforcement of and
penalties for drunken driving could be part of the special session.
The governor also said he was unhappy that two officials in his office
had bid for and won state leases. Wilkinson said that although the two
officials did nothing improper or illegal, people in high state office ought
not to do business with the state.
The Courier-Journal reported last week that David McAnelly, Wilkinson's chief of staff, and Ann Tasker, an aide who handles state and local
relations in the governor's office, had won leases for state Human Resources field offices in Casey County since Wilkinson was elected.
"I didn't allow it. I didn't know it," the governor said of the leases.
On another topic, Wilkinson said he opposes a proposed 1,000-acre
landfill on the Mississippi River in Hickman County. He noted that the
group considering that landfill has not requested any permits with the
state.
"I don't know if they intend to do so or not, but I am unalterably
opposed to that ,concept in that location."

re•

saved," he said.
But the juror said the panel was
not as moved by defense contentions that the design of the bus was
unsafe and the materials inside too
flammable.
The juror said the panel found
Mahoney's testimony plausible that
he had secured a promise from a
friend to drive him after a round of
drinking. Mahoney also testified
the friend returned his keys after
the defendant said he was going
directly home. Mahoney also said
he was unknowingly given what
was apparently a vodka drink by
another man.
The juror said they decided that
all the sentences should be served
concurrenpy, for a total of 16
years, because the panel didn't feel
Mahoney should be locked up
forever.
"He did wrong and he had .10
pay for it, but we didn't think the
man needed to serve the rest of the
time in the penitentiary. He's going
to pay for it every day of his life."

Plant issue...
(Cont'd from page 1)
get his point across, said supporter
Gerald Watkins, head of the
McCracken County Young
Democrats.
"Har.izey has got to disassociate
(McConnell and the plant) in people's minds," Watkins said.
Sloane, who is vying against
John Brock for the Democratic
nomination in the May 29 primary,
criticized McConnell on Saturday
for not doing enough to guard
against the hostile market conditions that threaten the plant.
McConnell may have friends in
high places, but he can't get the
U.S. Department of Energy "to
deliver results," Sloane said while
campaigning in Paduah. He plans
to return today to issue a formal
statement on his position.
The federal Department of Energy owns the Paducah plant, which
enriches uranium for use in power
plants. Later this decade the department intends to replace the current
enrichment process, gaseous diffusion, with cheaper laser technology
— a must to make it competitive
with foreign suppliers like the
Soviet Union.
Major Energy Department customers, including the governmentowned Tennessee Valley Authority
utility, have recently announced
they want to shop around instead of
committing to long-term contracts
with the department — which
could seriously affect business later
at the Paducah plant and one in
Portsmouth, Ohio.
In the meantime, a proposal is in
the works to shift the federal government's uranium -enrichment
program to a government-owned
corporation that could eventually
become private. That would also
lower the costs of running the
operation.
Sloane said Saturday that making
the shift-before the new technology
is in place is critical, and that he
would work closely with U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, the Kentucky Democrat who spearheaded the proposal.
Sloane acknowledged that since
action on the proposal is expected
this year, it could become law
before he could arrive in the
Senate, but he said there would still
be work to be done.
Paducah, for instance, should be
the headquarters for that corporation, Sloane said, and he would be
a strong advocate.
Sloane said that a strong doiliestic uranium-enrichment program 4s
critical to national security and that
plans for the new laser technology
should proceed as quickly as
possible.
The Department of Energy is
expected to release site-selection
criteria soon and to follow a formal
process to pick the plant site.
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smoking causes heart disease is
stronger today than the evidence
was in 1986 that passive smoking
caused lung cancer," Glantz said.
Glantz's report comes one week
after the Environmental Protection
Agency said it will soon declare
environmental tobacco smoke a
known carcinogen.
The EPA concluded that passive
smoking causes 3,000 deaths,
Glantz said passive smoking also
causes 32,000 heart disease deaths.
"The heart disease deaths combined with the cancer deaths make
passive smoking the third leading
cause of preventable death, behind
smoking and alcohol," he said.
Glantz is a researcher and statistician who conducts research in
cardiology, has written two textbooks on biostatistics and serves
on the California State Scientific
Review Panel on toxic air
contaminants.

Committee status...
(Cont'd from page 1)
assure the public that the reform
effort has leadership and clear
direction.
State Budget Director Merl
Hackbart said formal status also
could help in dealing with matters
of school finance. Until the first
commissioner takes over, Hackbart
has broad authority over school
funding — a job complicated by
several inconsistencies between the
reform law and the state budget.
Department of Education spokesman Jim Parks said giving the
steering committee — which
includes Foster, Hackbart and
Wilkinson's special assistant Sandra Gubser — formal status is fine
as long as the panel remains a
coordinating body.
But if Wilkinson means to give
it administrative powers, Brock
will want "to have further discussions about it," Parks said. Brock
reportedly indicated to Wilkinson
last week that, though he is more
occupied with his U.S. Senatscantpaign than as superintendent, he is
reluctant to give Wilkinson's office
much more authority over schools.
But at least one person says he
feels the steering committee seems
a bit superfluous.
"I thought it was becoming clear
who was really in charge, and that
was the Department (of Education)
staff, because of their need to carry
the message" about school
reforms, said Robert Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Department staff members completed a major part of that mission
this week, winding up a series of
six day-long briefing sessions for
local school administrators.
The committee would be part of
the transition to the new system,
which will be administered by the
new education commissioner. That
appoihtive office was created by
the 1990 General Assembly to
replace the elected superintendent
of public instruction.
That person — who would take
over Jan. 1 — is to be chosen by a
six-member panel expected to be
named within the next two weeks.
The governor and legislative
leaders share power over the
makeup of the panel, which must
unanimously agree on the selection
of a commissioner. Wilkinson gets
to name three members, while
House Speaker Don Blandford, DPhilpot, and Senate President Pro
Tern John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, will pick two members
separately and one jointly.
Legislative and executive-branch
aides say that panel might include
an out-of-state education expert as
well as prominent Kentuckians.
"There've been a lot of scenarios" for the selection panel's
makeup, and some include an outof-state member, Foster said.
He said Frank Newman, president of the Denver-based Education Commission of the States,
"politely declined" when asked
recently if he could serve on the
selection panel.
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Poll...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Andrew "Skipper" Martin, said
the poll shows that Brock is desperate and that Sloane's campaign is
going -according to plan.
But Brock campaign manager,
Gordon Nichols, said, "Our sense
of the campaign is that there has
been so much growing activity and
interest in the race over the last
couple of weeks that I think we
have togwait for the only poll that
matters" — the election.
Both sides attributed the shift
from April to May to the net that
Sloane has been running television
advertising while Brock, who has
little money, has not. Sloane's
campaign also credited its direct
mail and phone banks.
The Brock campaign says it will
have TV ads, but with only 10 days
left in the race and more than half
the likely voters in the Sloane column, Brock appears poorly positioned to be nominated for the seat
of Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
Brock is in his third year as the
elected superintendent of public
instruction. But two-thirds of the
likely voters in both polls said they
didn't know enough about him to
have an opinion of him. Those who
did were about evenly divided. •
Sloane, on the other hand, has
voter recognition from more than
two-thirds of those surveyed. In
addition to his county service,
Sloane has also "been mayor of
Louisville and made runs for the
governor's office in 1979 and
1983.
Last month, 23 percent said they
had a favorable opinion of Sloane
while 18 percent said their opinion
of him was unfavorable and 26 percent were undecided. This week,
the figures were 27 percent favorable, 12 percent unfavorable and
30 percent undecided.
McConnell, who has only a
token primary opponent, has
matched Sloane's television advertising this month. However, his ratings remained virtually the same as
last month's. This week's figures
were 44 percent favorable, 11 per-

A 20-year-old Murray man was
arrested this morning and charged
in connection with a break-in at
JCPenrrtys Sunday morning,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Michael W. Orand, 20, of 814
College Courts, was arrested and
charged with third degree burglary
this morning after he reportedly
broke a window adjacent to the
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The Bluegrass State Poll asked the following.
—Arc you currently registered to vote in the
precinct where you live, or not'
(If registered) I'm going to name some candidates who are running for the office of United
States senator I rom Kentucky, and ask what you
think of them If you haven't heard much about
someone I name, just tell me
—Is your opinion of John Brock•Mitch
McConnell-Harvey Sloane favorable, not favorable, are you undecided, or haven't you heard
out (Brock-McConnell -Sloane) yet to
enough
have an opinion? (The order in which the names
were read was rotated from interview to
interview.)
—Arc you registered as a Democrat, as a
Republican, as a member of another party or as
an independent?
(If registered Democrat,) On May 29 there
will be a Democratic primary election in Kentucky for candidates running for the U.S
Senate, and for some scats in the U.S. Congress
and the state legislature. As you feel today, will
you definitely go to the polls and vote in the
May 29 Democratic primary, or will you probably vote, probably not vote or definitely not
vote?
(If registered and definitely-probably will
vote,)
If the May Democratic primary election for
the U.S. Senate were held today, would you
vote for John Brock or Harvey Sloane? (Ihe
names were rotated.)
(Those who said they were undecided were
asked) Which one are you leaning toward at the
present time'
(Those who said they would vote for a candidate or were leaning toward one were asked,)
Do you strongly support him or do you only
moderately support him?
—Flow certain are you that you will go to the
polls on May 29th and vote — absolutely certain, fairly certain or not too certain?
—How much attention have you been able to
pay to this year's campaign for the U.S. Senate
— a lot. Some, not much or no attention so far?
—Do you know where the voting place is in
the precinct where you live, or not? About how
long have you lived in the home or apartrnait
where you live now? How often would you say
you vote — always, nearly always, part of the
time or seldom?

north door of the business and
entered the store around 5:30 a.m.
Sunday morning, according to
police.
Nothing was reported stolen,
police said.
- Orand was lodged in the Calloway County Jail. A bond hearing
was scheduled for 10 a.m. this
morning.
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cent unfavorable, 24 percent undecided and 21 percent no opinion.
Sloane gained in almost every
demographic and geographic area,
most dramatically among voters
who have attended college or hold
white-collar jobs.
College-educated voters were
about evenly split between him and
Brock a month ago, but this week
favored Sloane by nearly 3 to 1.
White-collar workers, who favored
Sloane by about 310 2 last month,
now back him by more than 310 1.
White-collar workers and the
college-educated are more numerous in urban areas, and Sloane's
gains wee—larger—in the state's five
largest urban counties than the
other 115. But even in those predominantly rural counties, he climbed
and Brock fell.

Hog Market

'259

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

also reduces the ability of cells iu
the heart to covert oxygen to a
chemical called adenosine triphosphate, or ATP, which provides
energy to the heart, he said.
"What you end up with is: The
blood doesn't carry oxygen well.
The heart doesn't pump as well.
And what oxygen gets to the heart
isn't used as well," he said.
One consequence of that —
which can be measured — is that
people exposed to second-hand
smoke can't exercise as long, he
said. That is true of both healthy
non-smokers and non-smokers with
heart disease, he said.
Cancer-causing agents in the
smoke, especially benzo(a)pyrene,
have been found to injure artery
linings, he said. Such injuries are
one of the first steps in the development of life-threatening blood clots in the coronary arteries that
nourish the heart, he said.
Studies have also shown that
blood platelets, which helvbloOt
clot, become "stickier" and more
likely to clot in non-smokers
exposed to cigarette smoke. In fact,
non-smokers are much more sensitive to this effect than arc smokers,
he said.
This "stickiness" can increase
the risk of clotting in the coronary
arteries, Glantz said.

Murrayan arrested following burglary

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich &
French Fries

TJ's Bar B-Ci & Burgers

egir

His collaborator in the study was
Dr. William Parrnley, a cardiologist, chief of the division of cardiology at University of California,
San Francisco, and a past president
of the American College of
Cardiology.
The Tobacco Institute, which
represents cigarette makers, emphasized that the Surgeon General in
1986 had failed to find proof that
passive smoking causes heart
disease.
"There have been only three studies since then, and they continue
to support the conclusions," Brennan Dawson, a spokeswoman for
the institute, said in a telephone
interview Friday.
But Glantz said there are 11 studies on passive smoking and heart
disease deaths, and "all but one the
tobacco industry funded show an
increased risk.' The studies
showed an increased risk of
between 20 percent and 30 percent,
he said.
Furthermore, he said, "there's
evidence from several areas that
passive smoking reduces the ability
of the heart to obtain and profit
from oxygen."
Carbon monoxide in cigarette
smoke binds with hemoglobin in
the blood, reducing its capacity to
carry oxygen, Glantz said. Smoke
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Panel naming new education head may include out-of-stater
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Non-Kentuckians played such a
key role in drafting the state's
sweeping education-reform legislation, and officials say an out-ofstate expert may also help pick
Kentucky's new education head.
Under the bill passed by the
1990 General Assembly, a newly
created education commissioner
will be chosen to replace the
elected superintendent of public
instruction. That person would take
over the state's schools Jan. 1
A six-member panel is expected
to be named within the next two
weeks to select the first education
commissioner. And legislative and
executive-branch aides say that
panel might include an out-of-state
education expert as well as prominent Kentuckians.
The governor and legislative
leaders share power over the
makeup of the six-member panel
that must unanimously agree on the
selection of a commissioner. Wilkinson gets to name three members,
while House Speaker Don Bland-

ford, D-Philpot, and Senate President Pro Tem John "Eck" Rose,
D-Winchester, will pick two members separately and one jointly.
"There've been a lot of scenarios" for the selection panel's
makeup, and some include an outof-state member, said Education
Cabinet Secretary Jack Foster.
He said Frank Newman, president of the Denver-based Education Commission of the States,
"politely declined" when asked
recently if he could serve on the
selection panel.
In the meantime, there is talk
that Gov. Wallace Wilkinson also
might turn into a formal interim
steering committee a group that has
met informally since mid-April to
compare notes on the new school
system.
Aides to the governor say this
group — which consists of Wilkinson's top education and budget
advisers and several Department of
Education officials — might
expand if it is turned into a formal

steering committee.
"The ad hoc arrangement seems
to be serving us all right at this
moment," Foster said. But he said
a more formal process might help
assure the public that the reform
effort has leadership and clear
direction.
State Budget Director Merl
Hackbart said formal status also
could help in dealing with matters
of school finance. Until the first
commissioner takes over, Hackbart
has broad authority over school
funding — a job complicated by
several inconsistencies between the
reform law and the state budget.
Mentioned as possible additions
to the steering group were Superintendent of Public Instruction John
Brock and members of the Task
Force on Education Reform. The
task force, made up of legislative
leaders and executive-branch officials, developed most of the
school-reform law, which revamps
the public schools' curriculum,

Two inmates shot trying to attack third
JULIET, Ill.(AP) — Guards at a
maximum-security prison shot and
killed two inmates about to attack
fellow prisoners with makeshift
knives, authorities say.
Three other inmates were
reported injured, one seriously, in
the melee Sunday night at the
Stateville Correctional Center.
The shootings came after a fight
broke out among about 10 inmates
from a prison gang, said Illinois
Department of Corrections spokesman Nic Howell.
"My understanding is the staff
shot the inmates as they were
attempting to do harm to other
inmates," Howell said. The causeof the fight, which authorities said
was brought under control within
45 minutes, wasn't disclosed.

Inmates were confined to their
cells after the brawl.
One inmate was reported in fair
condition at Silver Cross Hospital
with a gunshot wound to the leg.
Another was listed in serious condition with at least one stab wound
An inmate received wounds on
the hand and was being treated at
the prison, a hospital spokesman
said.
Stateville is one of two

maximum -security state prisons in
Joliet. The prison was built in 1920
to house 1,506 prisoners but now
holds about 2,100.
Two inmates were stabbed to
death in 1988 and 1989. A guard
known for aggressive tactics in
confiscating drugs and weapons
was beaten to death last July after
being put on a prison hit list signed
"The Executioner."

financing and governance.
The task force itself will remain
alive through the end of this year.
It will meet June 6 to review progress in implementing the reform
law.
Several of that group's members
said giving a small steering committee formal status might be
acceptable.
"It appears to me to be all
right," said Senate Democratic
Floor Leader Joe Wright of
Hamed. "I don't know that it's any
big deal one way or the other, quite
frankly."
Department of Education spokesman Jim Parks said giving the
steering committee — which
includes Foster, Hackbart and
Wilkinson's special assistant Sandra Gubser — formal status is fine
as long as the panel remains a
coordinating body.
But if Wilkinson means to give
it administrative pbwers, Brock
will want "to have further discus-

sions about it," Parks said. Brock
reportedly indicated to Wilkinson
last week that, though he is more
occupied with his U.S. Senate campaign than as superintendent, he is
reluctant to give Wilkinson's office
much more authority over schools.
But at least one person says he
feels the steering committee seems
e bit superfluous.
"I thought it was becoming clear
who was really in charge, and that
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was the Department (of Education)
staff, because of their need to carry
the message" about school
reforms, said Robert Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence.
Department staff members completed a major part of that mission
this week, winding up a series of
six day-long briefing sessions for
local school administrators.
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Fulfilling advice for Wellesley grads

U.S.SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnel
ANOTHER STEP IN FINDING OUR MISSING CHILDREN

r

-

\ try day in this country children disappear. Each situation has
its own particular circumstances: some children are kidnapped by
%Hangers or abducted a distraught mother or father in a custody
battle; others run away from home; and there are those kids known
as — throwaway children" w ho are simply discarded by their parents.
A missing child is a national tragedy. Since coming to the Senate,
I he focused my attention on passing badly-needed legislation
esiablishiag statewide clearinghouses to collect and maintain inforints• nig children. These clearinghouses work in tandem
:,,a1 and federal law -enforcement agencies who investigate
missing children reports. These centers have found thousands of chilcn. 111111.M) Instances getting them ot t the streets w here they faced
;,,,isiani abuse. At the federal le\ el. The National Center for Missad \plotted Children is currently the coordinating agency for
the Jitid search effort. Since its inception, the center has found over
'Akio ,.Itildren and trained 30,((k) law-enforcemeni officers in childlocation techniques. Despite these successes, more must be done.
Ithough there are 4ti states w ith clearinghouses (the two
'cm:lining states are preparing to implement similar programs), they
/14 10 not ha\ e the resources to share this information with authorities
9. I introduced legislation, the Child Search
't het slate,. on
•\•sIstan,.e
Inch w Ill create a central, national repository for
into; mation on missing children in Washington. D.C.
Once a child is reported missing, information would immediaiel\ lie relayed to the National Crime Information Center(NCIC)
in W a,hingwn. 1).C. This ts ouid allow law-enforcement authorities
to instantly obtain information on any missing child by simply placing one phone call to the NCR '.- It would also piocess and disseminate follow -up int ormation to the appropriate local and state
agencies ins oh ed iii ins estigating the disappearance.
The need for this coordination was clearly outlined in a Justice
Department report titled 'Missing, Abducted, Runaway and
Throw naway Children' which detailed the desperate need for this
resource. Experts agree that once an information-sharing system is
in place, it will he easier to identify missing children, especially those
who have traveled out\itie their home state
The Child Searc+1 Assistance Act represents another step in fighting one of America's biggest problems. Creating a national center
for collecting information on child disappearances will not only
enhance and streamline OUT ability to access information and collect valuable statistics for analysis, but most of all it will help find
our missing children.

"Students, faculty and guests of
Wellesley College, welcome. As
you know, Barbara Bush was supposed to be our commencement
speaker. But at the last minute, she
was asked to baby-sit for some of
her grandchildren. Because she
considers that to be a more fulfilling task, she has asked to be
excused.
"In her absence, we have invited
Chicago columnist Mike Royko to
address you. Unlike Mrs. Bush,
Mr. Royko has never been a housewife or mother. And he has a working career. So except for not being
a female person, he fulfills the
requirements of the 150 student
feminists who signed petitions
objecting to Mrs. Bush's presence.
So I introduce Mr. Royko."
"Thank you Chancellor Whatsis,
Dean Whoozits and all the rest of
you rich, Eastern elitists who have
gathered at this citadel of snobbery.
"First, I would ask that nobody
boo, jeer or otherwise protest my
presence, as I have a nervous stomach and that will make me throw
up, which, in turn, will make you
nauseous, causing some of you to
retch, faint or stampede toward the
exits, thereby detracting from the
solemnity of this occasion.
-"Now for my commencement
address. I will begin by saying that
I know what you think I'm going
to say. You think I'm going to give
you the old 'get out there and help
make this a better world' routine,
which is standard for commencement speeches.
"You expect me to tell you to
think not only of yourself, but to
do something with your lives that
will help mankind — excuse me, I
meant personkind. And that you

ever hauled yourslef out of bed at
midnight to change. the diaper —
non-disposable and with pins —
and handle the late feeding of a
baby, raise your hands.
"That's what I thought. Probably
never
made formula, either, right?
By Mike
Or boiled any nipples? Or had a
Royko
boy baby wee in your eyes?
"OK, now I want to see a show
of hands from any of you who have
been up at 5 a.m., when the baby
should think of the downtrodden of starts crying for a bottle, and staysociety, the have-nots and all of the ed up all day taking care of the
kids while getting the older kids
social ills that afflict our nation
off to school, then making dinner
and the world.
for the whole family and finally
"OK, if you want to be do- collapsing into bed at 11 p.m.
"U-huh, as I suspected.
gooders, that's fine, as long as you
"Young female creatures, I don't
don't get obnoxious about it. But
chances are you won't, because think any of you know what work
you are more concerned with your really is. You think a working
own happiness than some stran- career is tough? Let me tell you
about working careers. In most of
ger's, so we'll leave it at that.
them, when 5 or 5:30 p.m. rolls
"Instead, I would like to talk
around, you lock your desk, turn
about the crummy way some of off the office light and go over to
you treated Mrs. Bush, crabbing
Harry's Place for a drink.
that she wasn't a worthy choice to
"But at 5 or 5:30 p.m., a young
speak here because she dropped out Barbara Bush, or a young Wanda
of college, got married and was Kowalski, isn't turning off the
never anything but a wife, mother, office light and ordering a white
grandmother and homemaker.
wine.
"She's probably sitting there
"Actually, I'm glad you did that
with
a kid going through the terribecause it touched off a national
debate and gave a lot of pundits a ble twos and the kid is saying:
chance to get their minds off 'Why sun go down, mama?' So she
Lithuania and ponder your explains. And the kid says 'why?'
And she explains some more. And
silliness.
the kids says 'why?' Ten more
"So I'd like to ask you a ques- times, the kid says 'why?' Before
tion. Those of you who have ever she's done, she's into -the meaning
gone through nine months of pre- of the universe, and the kid is still
gnancy and 12 hours of labor, raise asking 'Why?'
your hands.
"Meanwhile, a pot is boiling
"That's what I thought.
over, two of the older kids are
"Now, those of you who have fighting over which channel to

ROYKO
SAYS

watch and the dog is barking to go
out before he ruins the rug.
"Or it's noon. You, in your realworld career are going out for a
power lunch. What's young Barbara, or Wanda, doing? She's just
grabbed a load out of the washer,
dumped it into the dryer and is
making a mad dash for the nursery
school. Or maybe the pediatrician,
because one of the kids had red
spots all over the face and 102
temperature.
"By the way, how many of you
are adroit in the use of a rectal
thermometer at 3 a.m.? Please hold
up your hands. Uh-huh.
"This is an unfair question, I
know, because of your ages. But
have any of you taken a totally
helpless infant and guided it
through those important early developmental years, reading to it, playing educational games with it, then
getting it through one grade after
another of school, making sure it
does homework, trying to teach
right from wrong, providing decent, humane values, until finally one
day you have before you a fully
grown, mentally developed—useful,
-intelligent and likable human being
— your very own creation?
"Do you realize how much
mind-boggling, back-breaking,
nerve-frazzling, self-depriving,
16-hour days of work this takes, if
you arc going to do it right? And
you don't consider that a career?
"A final question: How many of
you consider yourselves able to hit
a good tennis backhand?
"Fine. I knew you had accomplished something.
"Well, in conclusion I can only
say: the back of my hand to you
too."

Today In History

WE SAID,
EVERYMING 15

Today is Monday, May 21, the 141st day of 1990. There are 224 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his "Spirit of St.
Louis" near Paris, completing the first solo airplane flight across the
Atlantic Ocean. Lindbergh covered a distance of more than 3,600 miles in
33/2 hours.
On this date:
In 4542, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto died while searching for
gold along the Mississippi River.
In 1832, the first Democratic National Convention got under way in
Baltimore. The delegates would nominate President Jackson for a second
In 1840, New Zealand was declared a British colony.
In 1881, Clara Barton founded the American Red Cross.
In 1919, a proposed federal amendment to give women the right to vote
passed the U.S. House of Representatives by a vote of 304-to-89.
In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby Franks was murdered in a "thrill killing"
by Nathan Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb, two students at the University
of Chicago.
'In 1941, a German U-boat sank the American freighter SS "Robin
Moore" in the South Atlantic.
In 1948, in a message to Congress, President Truman urged statehood
for Alaska.
In 1956, the United States exploded the first airborne hydrogen bomb
over Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1959, the musical "Gypsy," inspired by the life of stripper Gypsy
Rose Lee, opened on Broadway with Ethel Merman in the role of Gypsy's
mother, Rose.
In 1968, the nuclear-powered U.S. submarine "Scorpion,' with 99 men
aboard, was last heard from. (The remains of the sub were later found on
the ocean floor 400 miles southA est of the Azores.)
Ten years ago: Ensign Jean Marie Butler accepted her degree and commission from the Coast Guard Academy in New London, Conn., becoming the first woman to graduate from a U.S. service academy.
Five years agO: Patti Frustaci of Riverside, Calif., who was expecting
septuplets, gave birth to six live babies, three of whom died in the following seeks.
One year ago: Thousands of native Chinese marched in Hong Kong,
Paris, Tokyo and scores of other cities in a worldwide show of support for
the pro-democracy demonstrators in Beijing.
Today's Birthdays: Novelist Harold Robbins is.74. Actor Raymond
Burr is 73.
Thought for Today: "Ideals arc like stars; you will not succeed in
touching them with your hands. But like the seafaring man on the desert
of waters, you choose them as your guides, and following them you will
reach your destiny." --Carl Schurz, American politician (1829-1906).
— By The Associated Press
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
8 - 3 - 7.
Lotto:
14-16-18-26-37-39.
Estimated jackpot: $2
milliort.
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Christopher Nash Miller, graTen years ago
Lynne Beatty is valedictorian duating senior of Murray College
and Susan Crass is salutatorian of High School, was the 1960 reci1980 graduating class of Murray pient of Anon Foundation For
High School. Alison Wallace is Musical Achievement Award,
third honor student and Nancy Kie- sponsored by Murray Lions Club.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. D.J.
sow is fourth honor student.
Keni Luann Coombs of Central Miller.
Martha Jean Stagner and Floyd
City was crowned as Kentucky
Little Miss for.. 1980 at pageant, Shelton Bowen were married April
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Sor- 17 at College Church of Christ.
Recent births reported at Murray
ority of Woodmen of the World
held May 18 at Lovett Auditorium, Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Murray State University.
Mrs. Billy Gene Carson, a boy to
Jeanette Storey, Sandra Grimes Mr. and Mrs. Charles Redden, a
and Michele Shearer were contes- girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Caltants in Bass 'n Gales Fishing houn, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. WilTournament held out of Sports- liam Skinner, a girl to Mr. and
man's Marina on Jonathan Creek. Mrs. Greenheigh, a boy to Mr. and
Twenty years ago
Mrs. David Kurth, a girl to Mr. and
William C. Adams Jr. is pictured Mrs. Robert Porchcy, and a girl to
having his bars as 2nd LA. in U.S. Mr. and Mrs. Will Thornton.
Army pinned on by his wife, and
Forty years ago
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
The final unofficial population
C. Adams Sr. at Murray State of Calloway County is 19,883,
University.
according to James M. Lassiter,
A page feature on "A Day in the county census supervisor.
Land Between the Lakes" with
Elected as officers of Captain
Bruce and Joyce Thomas and child- Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughtren, Christa and Kelly, was pub- ers of the American Revolution
lished on May 19.
were Mrs. Leon Grogan, Mrs.
Elected as cheerleaders at Mur- Elmus Beale, Mrs. Warren Swann,
ray High School for 1970-71 Mrs. W.P. Roberts, Mrs. J.H. Bailschool year were Jane Arant, Cindy ey, Mrs. D.F. McConnell, Mrs.
Colson, Leah Fulton, Susan John- • W.E. Blackburn, Mrs. Price Foyle,
son, Ruth Titsworth, Jan Purdom, Mrs. J.D. Rowlett and Mrs. J.D.
Portia Cannon, Melissa Gilbert, Peterson.
Sheila Latimcr, Deveen Perry.,
O.A. Adams spoke about "SpirWanda Rolfe and Jan Shuffett. itual Life and Development" at a
Beth Broach is sponsor.
meeting of Woman's Council of
Thirty years ago
First Christian Church.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Congress tries again on old
problem of farm subsidies

Meirray Ledger & Times

Contest winners
Thailand becoming
growing producer
of canned pineapple
for United States

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASyIINGTON — No doubt about it, farmers have an image problem
with Ctngress over the amount of taxpayer money used to subsidize the
nation's production of food and fiber.
It's an old story, and this year's version is little different. There are
those who claim farmers have been on the public dole for decades and
should be weaned otf it.
Others, with matching fervor, say food production is so vital to the
American dream that agriculture deserves the moral, spiritual and financial support of all citizens.
Net spending on farm commodity programs, including direct payments
to farmers, peaked at $25.8 billion in the 1986 fiscal year and has dropped
sharply because of dwindling surpluses and higher market prices.
Without choosing sides, the General Accounting Office has taken one
of its periodic looks at the situation in a new report: "Farming and Farm
Programs — Impact on the Rural Economy and on Farmers."
The GAO, the chief investigative arm of Congress, really doesn't plow
new fields in its 43-page report. But it does provide timely figures for use
by lawmakers during the current 1990 farm bill debate.
Congress hopes to agree on a new five-year blueprint in the next few
months to succeed the current Food Security Act of 1985.
Although the law covers a wide range of measures such as conservation, rural housing, credit, research, international trade, food stamps,
school lunches and other Agriculture Department functions, a bundle of
commodity programs is its core.
Those cover price support operations for major commodities such as
wheat, corn and other feed grains, soybeans, cotton, rice, dairy products,
wool and mohair.
Since the early 1930s, the general thrust of government programs has
been varying degrees of supply management to help prevent the buildup
of huge crop surpluses and low prices.
In return for complying in the major crop programs — those for dairy
and some other commodities are structured differently — farmers get federal price support guarantees, or loans that can be repaid if market prices
improve.
If market prices don't improve, farmers can forfeit their commodities to
the government and the debt is canceled. Taxpayers then own the forfeited crops.
Additionally, in recent times, there are direct income subsidies called
"deficiency" payments to make up the difference between low market
prices and "target' prices specified by law.
The differences among the programs for specific commodities are often
complicated, tedious and difficult to comprehend — just the right conditions for lobbyists and politicians.
Another central theme for more than half a century holds that benefits
accrue to those individual farmers who produce the most bushels, bales or
pounds of whatever item is covered by a USDA program.
The worker who puts in 40 hours a week on an assembly line is going
to get a fatter paycheck than the part-time employee working 20 or 30
hours.
And the bigger the farm, the bigger the production. That makes for bigger subsidies. At least, that's the way it has been most of the time,
although.in recent years Congress has tried to limit the amounts individual producers can collect.
Some in Congress contend subsidies should be targeted to smaller,
family-type farms to help them survive.
John W.Earman,..t.he GAO's director for food and agriculture issycs,
said analysts looked at farm-sector employment, distribution of payments
among various sizes of farming operations and some other factorsrelating
to the "before and after" passage of the 1985 farm law.
"In summary, the number of farming-dependent counties is decreasing,
and non-agricultural employment in rural counties is increasingly important to those county economies," Harman told Congress. "Nine out of 10
rural workers are employed by non-farm industries."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans get most of their fresh pineapple from Hawaii, Central America
and the Caribbean, but when it
comes to canned pineapple Thailand is a growing provider.

Calloway County High School Future Farmer of America members won the 1990 Nursery Judging
Contest
at the annual Murray State University Agriculture Department Field Day. Team members.from
left
Michelle Stubblefield, Jennifer Green, Tripp Tibbetts and Christina Parker. Tibbetts was the contest are
high
individual scorer. The team will represent Calloway at the Kentucky State Fair contest in
August.

The Agriculture Department says
Thailand continues to be the
world's leading producer and
exporter of canned pineapple. Production last year was reported at
368.000 metric tons.
More than 90 percent of the production is exported, the department's Foreigrr Agricultural Service said Thursday.
The United States was the leading importer of Thailand's canned
pinapple with 143,905 tons. Other
major buyers include West Germany. France. Canada. Netherlands
and United Kingdom.

Current circumstance no reflection of ag trends
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Reports of rain today in the Midwest or drought in California are
important to commodity traders
and many others. But an Agriculture Department analyst says it
doesn't mean much globally down
the line.
"To understand the future of
_world agriculuire, _we_ need_ to look
at the long-term trends of production, use and trade instead of current supply and demand conditions," said Gary Vocke of the
department's Economic Research
Service.
Brief periods of commodity
surpluses caused by good weather
conditions — or scarcity as the
result of drought — provide scant
information about long-term
changes, he said.
That's because abundance or
scarcity results from an "interacr
tion of government policy with
weather," Vocke said in a new
National Food Review report
Vocke said rising agricultural

productivity and changing diets are
transforming agriculture around the
world. And one of the major
changes is the emphasis on grainfed livestock and the resulting
increase in the production of feed
grains.
But Vocke said the transformation is "sometimes masked or
exaggerated" by large swings in
weather-related production and
consumption.
For example, he said, current
world grain stockpiles as a percentage of consumption are at a
20-year low because use has
exceeded production for three
years. It does not mean a fundamental reversal of a 40-year trend
of rising per capita grain
availability.
"Over the past 40 years, some
agricultural experts and ordinary
citizens have mistakenly used current circumstances as an indication
of long-term conditions," Vocke
said.
In the late 1940s following

World War II, food supplies in U.S. production and inventories.
Europe and Asia were dangerously Record low global stockpiles
low, and U.S. reserves also were rcu lied.
down, he said. There was concern
•World -grain production the last
whether the United States could 40 sears has been growing faster
provide the grain needed to avert than popu:aton. averaging 2.9 perstarvation.
cent anm:ally against 1.9 percent,
But as agriculture in Europe and Vocke said. Also, more and more
Asia recovered, the apprehension grain is hcing -fed to livestock, not
passed. _
_
_
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Whoeversaid
nothing in life is
free, obviously
hadn't heard about

DESIGNER WHITE MICROWAVE
OVEN/VENT HOOD
•
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• Designer White cabinet
controls
• Independent countdown
timer
•Cook code Roast code
•10 heat levels
•Touch controls
• Thermometer probe

k
\vas tht.
timc,tqlieone
()tiered voti ,oinethintz, for five".
Sontething that von \\ anted and
could at wall\ ti'

lig lrwide microwave
oven Num
• Work

light vent
• 1 0 cu ft

We Service What We Sell!
Check out Republic's Canflvc Checking:

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

• No minimum balance

Hwy. 641 North

•
759-1505

No service charge

• Unlimited die,k
• No monthly lee

• QUIST ATM card

BEANS.-BEANS • BEANS.BEAM
Dear Mr. Farmer:
Hopefully the rain is on hold till July and
August. Soybean planting is right around
the corner. Come by Hutson's Ag Service &
let's talk BEANS!
Coke 425 / Asgrow 5403-4595 /
Delta Pine 501 / Jacob Hartz
5370-5164-1 Pioneer 9531 / Essex /
Forrest / Fayettes / Issacs / Jacobs
)
.
"Your Full Farm Ag Service"

O

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1-800-626-5464
204 W. Railroad Ave. Hank KY__
753-1933
498-8112

riling

It's amazing how much children
can do. And there are some things
only electricity can do for them, like
run the computer that helps them
learn and grow.
You know electricity is clean,
safe and reliable. Perhaps you think
about it when you use your appliances, set the thermostat for your
comfort, or turn on the TV.
Electricity is also the first choice
,to fuel new ideas, new technology.
As our future and that of our children unfold, electricity is there for
all of us.
Electricity is today's way to the
future. ..today's way to learn.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
753-5012

REPUBLIC
Mayfield
MurraN ;" I f

Paducah.442-14171
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MURRAY TODAY
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Moffitt of
Garden City, Mich., will be honored at a reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Sunday, May 27, from 4 to 6 p.m.
in the Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank, Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the event. Hostesses will be Mrs. Frances Vaiice and
Mrs. Linda Cooper of Murray, Mrs.
Barbara Roberts of Marion, Mrs.
Sylvia Sancrt and Mrs. Iva Moffitt
of Mayfield, and Mrs. Ruth Moffitt
of Ledbetter.
Mr. and Mrs. Moffitt were married Aug. 10, 1940 by the Rev.
C.W. Lawrence at his home at
Lynn Grove. Their attendants were
Mattie Jo Tinsley Cook and Hafford Cook.
Mrs. Moffitt, the former Treva
Ruvene Taylor, is the daughter of
the late Floyd Taylor and Neva
Windsor Taylor of Lynn Grove.
Mr. Moffitt is the son of the late
Arthur Moffitt and Louella Nash
Moffitt of Graves County.
Their children are Jerry Moffitt
of Rt. 1, Fancy Farm; Mrs. Joanne
Blackman, Dothan, Ala.; Jack Moffitt, Belleville, Mich.; Jeffrey Moffiu and Richard Moffitt, Garden
City, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Moffitt have 12
grandchildren and 15 greatgrandchildren.
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New officers of Murray Business and Professional Women are, from left, Melia Redden, Betty Darnell,
Burnette Ferguson, Jesse Shoemaker standing in for Jamie Black, Jeanne Fleming, and Faye Rogers.

Local BPW installs o cers for 1990-91
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Moffitt

Ladies' day events planned Wednesday
Ladies' day events at Murray
'Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 21
gri4ge-w411- be- played- at -930
a.m.

THEATRES

Golf will be played at 9:30 a.m.
with Toni Hopson and Jesse Meum
as hostesses.
T-he line-up-will be as fellows:Tee 1 - Margaret Shuffett, Della
Miller, Mary B. Overbey and Rainey Apperson;
Tee 3 - Lula Bingham, Marie
Chaney, Betty Hinton and Anna M.
Adams;
Tee 4 - Evelyn Jones, Toni Hopson, Tonya Fike and Betty Stewart;
Tee 5 - Frances Richey, Hazel
Hill, Martha S. Ryan and Nancy
Haverstock;
Tee 6 - Venela Sexton, Betty

Bird On A
Wire (PG-13)
Kelly Cathey
bride-elect of
Don Ray
has made
• her selection
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

Pretty

Woman (R)
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

Lowry, Frances Hulse and 1nus
Orr;
Tee 7 - Dana Stonecipher, Peggy
Shoemaker, Madelyn Lamb andRebecca 1rvan;
Tee 8 - Rebecca West, LaVerne
Ryan, Marion Poole and Geri
Andersen.
Winners
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 16, have been released
by Martha Ryan and Hazel Hill,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - thus Orr,
winner, Mary Bogard, runner-up;
First flight - Toni Hopson, winner, Evelyn Jones, runner-up;
Second flight - Margaret Shuffett, winner, Rainey Apperso,
runner-up;
Third flight - Freda Steely, winner, Betty Scott, runner-up;
Fourth flight - Rowena Cullom,
winner, Rebecca Irvan, runner-up;
Low putts - Venela Sexton and
Lula Bingham tied.

Murray Business and Professional Women held its annual installation of officers at a dinner meeting
at Louie's Steak House on Thursday, May 17, at 6:30 p.m.
Josephine Poyner of Mayfield
BPW Club served as guest installing officer. She has been a member
of the BPW Club for many years
and has served as club president for
six or seven terms and as district
director for BPW. She is a retired
bookkeeper for -Merit Clothing
Company.
She was introduced by Betty
Vinson, club member.
Mrs. Poyner in her installation
service presented a flower of different color to each new officer who
are as follows:
Faye Rogers, president; Jeanne
Fleming, president elect; Jamie
Black as vice president with Jesse
Shoemaker standing in for her;
Burnette Ferguson, recording secretary; Betty Darnell, corresponding secretary; and Melia Redden,
treasurer.
Betty Boston, retiring president,
presided. She along, with Faye
Rogers, Burnette Ferguson and
Melia Redden, " planned to attend
the district meeting at Paducah,
May 19.
Other retiring officers are Betty

Lou Hill, corresponding secretary,
and Pam Shay, treasurer.
Also guests at the meeting were

7
a

Jan Pooley, new manager at iCPenney, and Dorothy Parker of
Mayfield.

Betty Vinson, left, introduced Josephine Poyner as guest speiiker at
Murray BPW installation service.
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Eva Wall Circle to meet Tuesday

movies!
• Rent your movies • at the
•
oott Chestnut 4t 71 33.3314
•
•
•

Jo Burkeen, editor

Open 11:am to 10:pm

1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

The Eva Wall Circle of Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 9 a.m. at
the church to go to the home of Ruby Fannin for a meeting. Husbands are
invited. Each person is to bring a sack lunch.
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Singles will hear Burton, Taylor
Stop by our store for a chance to

WIN $5000°
in decorating products for your home!

May is National Home
Decorating Month
Now is your chance to win $500
worth of decorating products!! There's
no purchase necessary. Simply visit
our store and fill out an entry form
before the end of May.
Enter this National Home Decorating
Month contest and become one of 10
lucky people to win $500 worth of
decorating products!

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, May 22, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Billie
Burton, ABC, and Mary Curtis Taylor, librarian, will be guest speakers.
This is open to all interested singles. For information call Pamela,
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
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Dorothy Parker, left, and Jan Pooley were also special guests at Murray BPW meeting.

Health Express to be on square
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on the
court square in downtown Murray on Tuesday, May 22. The hours will be
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. ad 12:30 to 3 p.m. Blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol ad triglyceride screenings will be at all stops. Also available
will be A STool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4.
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Crafts show to be next weekend
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"Crafts in the Village" will .be theme for annual arts and crafts show at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park, Gilbertsville, on Saturday, May 26,
and Sunday, May 27, from 9 Lm. to 5 p.m. The site for the juried craft
show will located near the Gilbertsville Post Office overlooking Kentucky
Dam and the lake. Approximately 125 exhibitors will show items. There
is no admission fee and ample parking space will be available.
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Registration deadline is May 31, 1990

Black's Decorating Center
701 S. 4th St.
753-0839

Betty Boston, left, retiring Murray BPW president, welcomes Josephine Poyner of Mayfield as guest at BPW meeting.
Presents:

"Positions Please"
Spring Recital
May 22, 7:00 p.m. MSU
No Admission Charge

MEMBER -111 -k

6"41Y14

Summer Gymnastics Begin June 5th
REGISTER NOW
Spring recital "POaftlons Please'
May 22- M.S.U.
Comor of 9th Ext. & Fithian*
753-4647

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
Pi.*
.
..
..,
Ci Our Rates...
,<,,7,
a 1_,

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489
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Community events listed
Monday, May 21
Mumy's Families Anonymous
will meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.

Monday, May 21
Prayer Group will meet at 7 p.m.
at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Tuesday, May 21
at court square in downtown Murray from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m.

Bible class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Friendship Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. with Janet Wallis.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be a
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.

Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group meeting will be at 4:30 p.m.
in private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Choir of University of the South
at Sewanee, Tenn., will present a
concert at 7 p.m. at Grace Episcopal Church, Paducah.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Oaks' events planned
S.

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 23.
Bridge with Jean Holloway,
753-9404, as hostess will be played
at 9:30 a.m.
Golf will be played at 9:30 a.m.
with Arneta Gallimore and Bronda
Parker as hostesses.
The line-up will be as follows:
Tee 10 - Murrelle Walker,
Cheryl Elkins, Debbie Shapla,
Mary Garner and Gina Brandon;
Tee 11 - Angie Glisson, Sue
Thweatt, Treasa Norsworthy and
Peggy Allgood;
Tee 12 - Ada Sue Roberts, Doris
Rose, Marge Foster and Lela
Christenberry;
Tee 13 - Peggy Noel, Isabel
Parks, Bobbie Burks and Hazel
Beale;
Tee 14 - Sue Wells, Melva

Hatcher, Sue Lamb and Florence
Hensley;
Tee 16 - Laura Parker, Joanne
Honefanger, Kathryn Outland and
Nancy Rogers;
Tee 17 - Wanda Brown, Robbie
Martin, Anita Gallimore and Erma
Tuck.
Winners
Winners of golf nine-scramble
play on Wednesday, May 16, have
been released by Isabel Parks, hostess, as follows:
First place team - Sue Lamb,
Kathryn Outland, Hazel Beale and
Doris Rose;
Second place team, tie, won on
countback - Laura Parker, Isabel
Parks, Nancy Rogers and Erma
Tuck;
Second place team, tie - Joanne
Honcfanger, Bronda Parker, Pat
McCarty and Cheryl Darnell.

Tuesday, May 22
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Spring recital of Lyndia Cochran
Dance & Gymnastics Studio students will be at 7 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. There is no admission charge.
borcas Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will have a
breakfast at 9 a.m. at Kenlake State
Park Hotel.
Registration for summer programs continues at Calloway County
Public Library.
Instructor Class for American
Red Cross instructors will be at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational Center.
Murray/Kentucky Lake Group of
AARP will meet at 12- noon at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

By Abigail
Van Buren
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Health Express of MurglyCalloway County Hospital will be
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Ladies' Night Out will be at
Murray Country Club. For reservations call 753-8116.

Disputes Over Shakespeare's
Words Are Becoming a Habit
DEAR ABBY: Fools rush in In
second-guessing Shakespeare, you
should not be so quick to give credence to a high school student's
English teacher. Most serious
Shakespeare scholars now agree
that, in Hamlet,"nunnery" means a
convent or cloister.
It .was not until 1936 that Dover
Wilson, in his "What Happens in
Hamlet," first suggested that it
meant a brothel, along with other
silly notions, most ofthem Freudian.
Such interpretation became fashionable for a while (Laurence. Olivier
gave it acceptability ) but it has
largely faded.
Although there was some use of
the word "nunnery" in Elizabethan
England as a brothel, such use was
not extant. Moreover, no one can
rationally read this scene without
concluding that Hamlet, in urging
Ophelia thither, is crudely suggesting that only in such a place can she
hope to escape the evil machinations
of man and the vile institution of
marriage, which has so despoiled his
mother. He can hardly have meant
brothel to this end.
Isaac Asimov, in adopting the
conventional meaning,offers another
suggestion: "But is it Ophelia he
plans to send to a nunnery,or is it his
mother.Queen Gertrude?"I Remember that Edward the Confessor sent
his mother. Emma, to a nunnery
once he had gained the throne.)
Be assured that,for every opinion
of Shakespeare, there is another to
the opposite, and hundreds in between. And just because this genius
was much given to the bawdy does
not mean we should go out ofour way
to give his every word that twist.
WILL BAKER,
YAKIMA, WASH.
DEAR MR.BAKER:Whatever
did we do before the facts were
faxed in a matter of minutes?
According to Warren Seid of
the Frances Howard Goldwyn

JO-AN'S

Hollywood Regional Library in
Los Angeles: "There were two
meanings of the word 'nunnery'
in Shakespeare's time.Noting his
use of puns, and the nature of
the character who is being addressed, it becomes clear that
Hamlet is telling Ophelia to go to
a nunnery where personalities
of note can get'favors'from the
inhabitants. It is there that he
can go to breed sinners."
A page from the Oxford English Dictionary (2nd Edition,
Volume X)shows under the word
"nunnery": I) A place of residence for a body or community
ofnuns,a building in which nuns
live under religious rule and
discipline; a convent. 2)A house
of ill fame.
Aha! So, there is, indeed, a
question about what Hamlet
meant in his speech to Ophelia.I
rest my case.

All

Ladies'

Mix 'n
Match

Ladies &
Children
50% Off

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. at Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at 9 a.m.
to go to home of Ruby Fannin for
potluck meal.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Handbells at
11 a.m. and Prime Time at 5 p.m.
td _go to Lake Barkley.

Senior Citizens Board will meet
at Murray-Calloway office at 1620
Main St. at 1:30 p.m.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

Ladies' support group to meet
Ladies of Paducah Support Group (Life After Divorce is Eventually
Sane) will meet Thursday, May 24, at 7 p.m. in Radiation Therapy Center, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. J. William Howerton, chief judge,
Kentucky Court of Appeals, will speak about "Women's Rights to the
Higher Courts." For more information call 1-575-2176.

Kayla Ruth Cunningham born
The Rev. and Mrs. Sammy J. Cunningham of Rt. 5, Box 190, Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Kayla Ruth, weighing six pounds six ounces, measuring 201/4 inches, born on Thursday, May 10, at 11:47 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Deborah
Roos. Grandparents are Robert L. Cunningham and the late Mrs. Ruth
Cunningham, RL 5, Murray, and Dr. and Mrs. David C. Roos, 1312 Wells
Blvd., Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Mildred Elkins of Murray from Western Baptist; Roland Stark
of Hardin from Lourdes.

Spring recital to be Tuesday

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Skating party planned Tuesday

Don't put off writing thank•you notes,
letters ofsympathy,etc.,because you don't
know what to say. Get Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions."
Send a long, business-size,self-addressed
envelope. plus check or money order for
$3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447. Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is include'.'

40% Off
Shorts, Tops,
Skirts, Slacks
-Sale Enda Sat., May 26-

Exquisite
.

Form

Bras &
Girdles

Young people from Glendale Road and University Churches of Chnst
will have a skating party on Tuesday, May 22, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
Skating of Murray. This is open to all young people of the churches.
11=1,
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14."The Land Before Time" (MCA)
15."Barnbi" (Disney)
16."25X5: Continuing Adventures of Rolling
Stones" (CBS)
17."Playmate Centerfold of the Year 1990"
(HBO)
18."Baunan" (Warner)
19."Kathy Smith's Llumate Stomach and
Thighs Workout" (Fox Hills)
20."Die Hard" (CBS-Fox)
Videocassette Ratak
I."Look Who's Talking" (RCA -Columbia)
2."Sca of Love" (MCA)
3."Dcad Pocu Society" (Touchstone)
4."Black Ram" (Paramount)
5."The Abyss" (CBS-Fox)
6."Field of Dreams" (MCA)
7."An Innocent Man" (Touchstone)
8."Honey, I Shrunk the Kids" (Disney)
9."Neat of Kin" (Warner)
10."lcanny Handsome" (I'VE)
11 ''sex, lies, and videotape" (RCA.
Columbia)12."Parenthood" (MCA)
13."Casualues of War" (RCA-Columbia)
14."Turner & Hooch" (Touchstone)
15."A Dry White Season" (CBS-Fox)
16."Lethal Weapon 2" (NI/Amer-1989)
17."Millenium" (IVE)
18."Slurky Valentine" (Paramount)
19."Uncle Buck" (MCA)
20."Comrounion" (M.C.E.G.-Virin)

Your Individual
Horoscope

• riimports
1205B Chestnut • 753451
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 22, 1990
.
ARIES
SAG1rrAR1US
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Innovative plans in business are
The beginning of new projects is
bound to work out. Present your favored now. Work-related discusideas to superiors. Common sense is sions clear the air. You could receive
your ally in financial interests. Major a fortunate new assignment today.
purchases are favored.
Money prospects improve.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Fir (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're optimistic today and able to
You may have a sudden inspiration
express yourself to good advantage. for a creative endeavor. You'll enjoy
You may sign up for a course on a wonderful rapport with a child now.
subject that's new to you. Travel is New hobbies appeal to you. Accent
also a plus.
togetherness tonight.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
(May 21 to June 20)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Today's behind-the-scenes deveYou'll be visiting a bookstore or the
lopments are in your favor finan- library today. An article you read
'clay. Studying, reading, and catching fascinates you. Some receive a work
up on correspondence are activities assignment that can be done from the
you will enjoy now.
home.
CANCER
PISCES
WItie
(June 21 to July 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
glee
You'll attract nes* friendships into
You'll be hearing from someone
your life today. Participation in group you haven't heard from in a while. A
activities are highlighted. A partner friend has an idea that excites you.
has a new plan that will appeal to Creative work is favored now. Travel
you.
and hobbies are fun.
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY gravitate tow(July 23 to Aug. 22)„...
ards challenges and are resilient
It could be a free lance offer or a when faced with crises. Yr tare both
new job opportunity that has you visionary and practical and combine
excited now.Things fall into place for these qualities to your advantage. You
you in business matters. Discussions dislike being in a subordinate posiwith those on top are productive.
tion, especially since you have
VIRGO
natural leadership abilities. Both the
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
arts and sciences are liable to appeal
Talks with agents and advisers to you. A home is also important to
about creative interests are favored your happiness.
now. You'll be making plans today
about a child's summer. A travel
opportunity that comes your way
pleases you very much.
LIBRA •
(Sept. 2;3 to Oct.22)
ZerZ
You have innovative new ideas
today regarding domestic interests.
Meetings with accountants and financial advisers are favored. A career
EASY TO START
opportunity comes late in the day.
EASY TO OPERATE
SCORPIO
10E41 tar Or INPVII
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
COE
p0.118 POW
...Writers and public speakers will
find this a fortunate time. Agreements
no !pi ••I combo
are easily reached with others. Couhe,
••••• vet
UJ p
ples may make sudden plans for a
UPTIEWO,
trip 2
out of town.
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Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who,tallsedrarsher• Questions
about your new 'city
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representativil. it'tsMy Rh to hell,
rou get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And mote Call

lifparEgok
Hostass Kathryn Outland

753 3079

Nostril's Ingeborg Kry.ii 492 8348
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Hello
Jill Rowland
bride-elect of
Will Holt
has made
her selection
from
t. Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

Varieties • on the sqttare

By The Associated Press
The following are the most
popular videocassettes as they
appear in May 21st issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1990,
Billboard Publications, Inc.
Reprinted with permission.

tie

DEAR ABBY: Your suggestion
that telephone operators eliminate
"Positions Please" will be the theme of
the"ma'ams"and "sirs"to avoid mis- Lyndia Cochran Dance & Gymnastics the spring recital by students of
Studio, Murray, on Tuesday, May
takes is a good one.
22, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. There is no
If the woman sounds like a man,
she should give up her four-pack-a- admission charge and the public is invited.
day habit. And if the man sounds
like a woman,lifting barbells might
help.
VIVIAN GROW
Alzheimer's
IN PALM SPRINGS 4:30 p.m. in Disease Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 22, at
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph,
753-5561.
*5*

Most popular videocassettes
of week released by Billboard

12."The Wizard of Oz: The fiftieth Anniversary Edition" (MGM-UA)
13."The Little Mermaid" (Stannaker)

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.

Sandwich supper will be served
at 6 p.m. prior to service at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.

A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held May 12 for the West Kentucky
Children's Home in Reidland. The home is a private child care agency for the Purchase Area that will care for abused and neglected
children, ages 6-18. This is being sponsored by Churches of Christ in
the area. For information the WKCH office is located at 1113 Jefferson, St., Paducah. The address is P.O. Box 8443, phone 1-443-9754.

Vkleocessette Sales
1."Iloney, I Shrunk the Kids" (Disney)
2."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Cowabunga Shredhead" (WE)
3."Lethal Weapon 2" (Warner-I989)
4. 'Teenage Mutant Nina Turtles: Cue of
the Killer Pizzas" (Family)
5."Indians Jones and thc Last Crusade"
(Paramount)
6."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Heroes..."
(Family)
7 -New Kids on the Block: Hangin' Tough
Live" (CBS)
8."Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Hot Rod.
ding..." (Family)
9."Sexy Lingerie II" (HBO)
I0."New Kids on the Block: Hangin'
Tough" (CBS)
11."Teenage Mutant Nika Tunica: The

Skating party for young people
of Glendale and University Churches of Christ will be from 6 to 8
p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.

* ••

tr: ±j1F
AMQ/UAL DAY
Swimwear

Executive Board of Christian
Women's Club of Murray will
meet at 9:35 a.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

331

Mrs. Martha Wilkinson will
speak at graduation exercises for
Shedd Academy, Mayfield, at 7
p.m. at High Point Baptist Church,
Mayfield.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

•••••1111

Ice cream supper cake will be
served at 6 p.m. prior to service at
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
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Ribbon cuttin,.; held

Monday, May 21
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Calloway County Association for
Retarded Citizens will have its first
CCARC Special Awards and Recognition banquet at 6:30 p.m. at
W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main St.

MONDAY, MAY 21, 1990
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Leantlo Fly
Aircraft Services
at Murray Airport
Now has a full time flight
instructor.
-Sight Seeing Available-

Call
Larry Marquez
489-2874
Ground Classes Startng Soon/

CC
LU

ONLY 21(M.

239'
Buy through June
receive FREE
transport wheels.

Keith's Lawn &
Tractor Center
"Limp la - Leap Out"
759-9831 Industrial Rd.
• SERVICE • SERVICE •

-

Jordan stands alone
and sometimes he falls

Sectional meet sees tears and smiles
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

OWENSBORO — Betsy Herndon was not the only athlete feeling
the sting of frustration during
Saturday's A, AA and AAA Sectional Track Meets at Daviess
County High School in Owensboro.
The Calloway County junior
shot-putter had made her third Pip
to the last barrier to the state
championships and, for the third
time, had finished third — just
short of qualifying for the state
meci
She was not alone — and she, at
least, has another year left in her
career. While Saturday's meet was
filled with the excitement of
triumph from the top two finishers
in each event, the day was a sad
one for many more athletes who
saw their seasons — or career —
come to an end.
Included among the heartbreaks
was that of two-time state champion pole vaulter Adam Smith of
Daviess County High School. The
state's record-holder in the event, a
senior, had passed on all chances to
vault until teammate Mike Claycomb had reached 14-0 and the
other competitors had posted their
third miss.
Smith had the bar raised to 15-6,
a height he could clear easily. He
failed, however, on three consecutive tries, and saw his hopes of a
third straight state title vanish in
the gusty winds. Smith was also
comfortably leading the 300-hurdles earlier in the day when he trial
to kick the final hurdle out of his
way, caught his spike, and tripped
out of contention.
The flip side of the heartbreak
and frustration was found in the
smiles of success posted by those
who will continue on to _next
week's championship meet in
Lexington.
Some of the biggest smiles were
on the faces of Calloway's Cynthia

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — Six seasons, 427
regular-season and 46 playoff games after he
joined the Chicago Bulls, Michael Jordan is still
taking on the rest of the National Basketball
Association. pretty much by himself.
if what has happened' to him during that span
was decided in a court of law instead of atop
one made of hard wood, he could sue the front
office for non-support and have a better-thanaverage chance of winning.
Which is more than he has right now against the Detroit
Pistons.
At the outset of his career, Jordan was spectacular but silent.
1 nen he was spectacular and noisy. He wanted help, and the
more apparent it became that help wasn't on the way, the less
shy he became about asking for it.
For a time. he squawked about draft-day decisions — he
wanted Johnny Dawkins for a running mate at guard in 1986
when the Bulls took forgettable forward Brad Sellers — and
trades — Charles Oakley to New York for Bill Cartwright in
1088.
Ironically, the one decision about which Jordan said nothing
- • the sudden firing of Doug Collins as coach and his replacement by Phil Jackson at the end of last season — was the one
for which he undeservedly took a lot of heat.
There were, to be sure, glimmers of hope along the way.
Scottie Pippen and Horace Grant, Class of '87. have cased his
burden at times, and Stacey King and B.J. Armstrong, Class of
'89, have more recently let Jordan take a breather on the bench
without gasping.
And after being bumped in the first round his first three
wars. the Bulls made the second round in 1987-88 and came to
Detroit on Sunday for their second straight Eastern Conference
I dial.
Succe§S has. made Michael Jordan silent again. Too bad. He
needs the help now more than ever.
With about 1:30 remaining in the first quarter. Jordan faked a
to the baseline about 18 feet- out from the right—side—of-- basket and cut left instead with Detroit's Vinnie Johnson in
•rsuit. By the time he hit the free-throw line, defenders John
s,!Ic.y (front) and Dennis Rodman (behind) had joined the hunt
and quickly smothered Jordan like two slices of bread hungrily
Squeezing one slice of pimento loaf.
"Anytime you put yourself in that position to take those kind
of shots," Detroit's Bill Laimbeer sneered, "you're going to hit
tile floor. That's a fact."
Jordan indeed hit the deck, though to be precise. the big
rkuscle that runs from the waist down the left side of his posteri3r, hit the deck first.
.-\nd though more than 37 minutes of basketball were yet to
be played, though 20 of Jordan's game-high 34 points were 'still
somewhere off in the distance, though it wasn't • immediately
clear with the dull thud that issued, the Bulls chances for victory in Game I collapsed on the deck with him.
"I knew he'd get up," Chicago coach Phil Jackson said with
some resignation after the final result — Pistons 86, Bulls 77
- was in.
"Michael is one of those guys who always gets up
was concerned because I thought it was looking more like rugb)
than a basketball game. And I think," Jackson added, ''he went
down three times after that."
that first tackle, as it turned out, was more than enough.
,
Jordan scored the Bulls' first eight points of the game, 12
of
their first 16, and 14 of their total 22 points in the opening
period. On two of the remaining four Chicago baskets in the
quarter, he forced the Pistons into double-coverage and
dished
off to teammates Horace Grant and Stacey King, respectively,
easy baskets.
The second quarter wasn't much different. With the pain
still
shooting through his leg. Jordan sat the first 2:22, then
returned
to score 12 of Chicago's 21 points, set up Pippcn for a
layup,
grab three rebounds and hit a double-pump 3-point jumper
at
():00.1- — sandwiched this time between Rodman
and Joe
Dumars — to send the Bulls into the lockerroom with a 43-39
lead.
He spent the entire intermission on ice, literally, but the
thing that wound up numbed were his teammates. Chicago only
scored 17 points in each of the last twooquarters, with
aj
hobbled Jordan contributing only five and three points, respectively — and even less defense.
Dumars burned Jordan and two other Chicago defenders
12 straight points to open the third period as the Pistons for
took
. the lead at 48-47 with 7:10 remaining and never looked
back.
Jordan finished the contest as little more than a decoy, but
he was diplomatic to the end.
"In the first half, offensively, we did the things we wanted
to do. I was in my rhythm and with the focus on me, the
guys had open shots. After the injury," Jordan said. "I
was
knocked out of my rhythm and I spent the rest of the
game
trying to get it back.
"They were able to concentrate on the other guys. In
the .
third quarter, they jumped at mc to sec what I had. They
do that in fourth quarter. I guess they had pity on me." didn't
Not really.
Detroit's much-publicized set of "Jordan Rules," the name
the
Pistons give their shifting, double-teaming scheme designe
d to
neutralize Jordan is not much different from the more
primitive
philosophy Joe Louis applied in the boxing ring: Hurt the
body
and the head will fall.
And on Sunday, the Pistons played smart. They hurt
the body
early.
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Cynthia Garland strains while muscling the shotput to a first-place
finish in Saturday's AA sectional meet. Garland also won the discus
throw and will be a favorite in both events during next weekend's
state meet.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Lone Oak dominates regional
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sport.

There's nothing rare about Brad
Smith's last name, but his position
in Saturday's First Region Tennis
Tournament championship rounds
was certainly unusual.
Smith, the defending boys' singles regional champion from
Christian County High School, was
the only non-Flash finalist in either
boys' or girls' competition, as
Lone Oak High School dominated
the tournament and easily claimed
both team titles from the
tournament.
Smith defeated Lone Oak's Peyton Jones 6-3, 6-3 for the boys'
singles title while former Calloway
County standout Amy Haskins,
now at Lone Oak, won her third
consecutive regional crown with a
whitewash 6-0, 6-0 victory over
teammate Nicki Edwards.
In boys' doubles, Lone Oak's
Stephen Borders and Eric Grogan
defeated teammates Shannon
Mungle and Nicky Harnice, 7-5,
6-3, while Caroline Steele and Julie
Grogan won the girls' doubles reg-

ional title over Lady Flash teammates Kerni Roach and Cherie
Little.
Murray High finished second in
the girls' team standings behind
Lone Oak, 18-10, and were third in
the boys' standings behind Lone
Oak and Christian County.
Calloway finished fifth in the
boys' and girls' team standings.
Four Murray entries were still
alive by Saturday morning's semifinal rounds, including the
unsealed boys doubles team of
Josh Johnson and Aaron Whitaker,
who had upset the No. 4-seeded
team in Friday's quarterfinals.
Johnson and Whitaker lost to
Lone Oak's Mungle-Harnice duo
6-3, 6-3 in the semifinals. "I was
well-pleased with them," MHS tennis coach Bill Smith said of the
surprising Tiger tandem. "I thought
they did real well."
In fact, Smith was pleased with
both teams' performances in the
face of the Lone Oak powerhouse
programs. "I was really pleased
with the way the kids did," Smith
said, noting with a certain amount
of happiness that the two MHS

teams lose only one senior — Dusty Rader — from this year's
squads. "I think they're going to be
pretty tough next year," Smith said.
Saturday proved to be a pretty
tough day to be seeded third as, in
other semifinal action, the No.
3-seeded team of Chris Dill and
Russ Adkins were defeated in
straight sets by eventual champions
Borders and Grogan, the No.
3-seeded Lady Tiger duo of
Katherine Oakley and Kim Sexton
were defeated by eventual champions Steele and Grogan, and, in
girls' singles, Murray's No.
3-seeded Beth Wilson was defeated
by Edwards, the No. 2 seed.
Smith defeated Lone Oak's Roblby Robertson in the semis to keep
the finals from being flushed with
Flash, while Jones defeated Mayfield's Scph Jensen.
Haskins, who won two of her
singles titles at Calloway, defeated
Karen Allen of Christian County in
the semifinals and Roach and Little
advanced to the girls' doubles
championship by knocking off
Mayfield's Marcy Smith and Merri
Stratton.

Garland and Murray's Brian Sowerby, each of whom won two
events on Saturday.
Garland, a senior who won the
state AA discus championship last
year, is now the favorite to repeat
in that event and possibly add
another crown to her career in the
shotput.
She blazed through the competition on Saturday, hurling the discus
113 feet, two inches — six/
12
inches farther than her closest competitor — and tossing the shot
32-4'A .
Those distances are better than
the winning results posted from the
other sectional meets across the
state.
Sowerby, also a senior, won the
Class A 200-meter and 400-meter
dashes, posting a time of 50.1 in
the 400-meter dash and coming
from second place in the final 50
meters of the 200-meter sprint to
claim the win in 21.7 seconds.
His times also make him the
favorite compared to the results
posted from sectional meets
reported from across the state.
The only other individual winner
on the day was Tiger senior Mike
Brock, who was disappointed in the
1600-meter run but came back to
win the 3200-meter race in 10:29.3.
Garland was the only Calloway
athlete to qualify for the state meet,
but Sowerby and Brock will be
joined in Lexington by Ann Greenfield, Tammy Hansen, Matt Krug
and the Lady Tigers' 400-meter
relay team of Christy Bell, Melvina
UrquIlitrt, Michelle Woods and
Greenfield.
Greenfield was an individual
qualifier in the long jump, finishing
second at 14-7, while Hansen was
second in the 100-meter hurdles, at
the wire in 18.3.
Krug qualified in the Class A
pole vault with a leap of 12-6 for a
school record and second place,
and the relay team took second
(Cont'd on page 9)
FIRST REGION
BASEBALL
TOURNAMENT
at Reagan Field
Today's scheduled games
were rained out. The tournament schedule has been
pushed back a day.
Tuesday's Games
Lone Oak (14-14) vs. CALLOWAY COUNTY, 1:30 p.m.
Fulton County (5-10) vs.
Graves County (14-7), second game.
Wednesday's Games
St. Mary (9-9) vs. Fulton City
(13-4), 1:30 p.m.
Marshall County vs. Paducah
Tilghman (18-7), second
game.
Thursday's Games
Monday's winners, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday's winners, second
game.

Scott, Dawson reverse direction
From AP Reports
This year had last year on its head Sunday afternoon
in major league
baseball action.
Last year, Mike Scott starred and Andre Dawson
slumped. This year,
they're going in different directions. It's still too
early to tell which way
Shawn Boskic will go. But so far, so great.
Boskie pitched a five-hitter in his major-league debut
Sunday and contributed a double and a single as the Chicago Cubs
beat the Houston
Astros 5-1.
"I just wanted to get the first hitter out, and after
that I wanted to get
the second hitter," he said. "I was kind of nervous and
I'm
one is out of the way. I know it won't get any easier, glad this first
but at least my
nerves will be better next time."
Boskic, promoted from Class AAA Iowa a day earlier,
struck out six
and walked one. He also hit an RBI double off
Scott.
Dawson, leading the majors with 41 RBIs and the
13 home runs, homered, got three hits and drove in National League with
three runs as the Cubs
roughed up Scott.
In three games at the Astrodome, Dawson drove in
nine runs. Last year,
he finished with 77 RBIs — his lowest total in a full
season since 1978 —
and slumped badly in the playoffs.
Scott (1-5) was the league's only 20-game winner last
year. In his ninth
start of the season, he allowed four runs on nine hits
in six innings.
Boskic doubled home a run in the sixth and singled in
the
eighth. Dawson hit an RBI single in the first inning, had a solo
home run in the sixth
and doubled horn9 a run in, the seventh.
The Astros lost for the 12th time in 14 games.
With "friends" like Dave Parker, who helped them
to a
ionship last season, the Oakland Athletics don't need World Champany enemies.
The defending world champion A's were struggling
before
waukee for a three -game weekend series, and Parker, they hit Milwho served as
designated hitter and helped Oakland reach the World
Series
in 1988 and
1989, helped extend their slump.
He had a pair of RBI doubles in the Brewers' 5-0
victory Friday night
and keyed a five-run fourth inning in Sunday's 5-2
triumph with a tworun single and some aggressive baserunning.

"We're not here to make friends, we're not going out to
play for fun
— we're playing to win," Parker said. "We're here to
win the Eastern
Division and possibly go to the World Series.
"I've always had the theory as a player that I respect everyon
e but fear
no one. That's the attitude of this club."
The Brewers won two of three and lead Boston and Toronto
by 21/2
games in the American League East. Oakland has dropped
six of eight,
but still leads Chicago by 2'A in the AL West.
Elsewhere in the American League, it was Detroit 3, Chicago
2 in 10
innings; Minnesota 5, Boston 4; Toronto 5, California 1; Seattle
8, Cleveland 7 in 10; Baltimore 4, Texas 0; Kansas City 4, New York 3
in 10.
In other NL games, St. Louis stopped Cincinnati 6-2, Montreal beat
San
Francisco 6-5 in 11 innings, Los Angeles defeated Philadelphia 6-3, San
Diego downed New York 3-1 and Atlanta outslugged Pittsburgh 13-11.
The Preakness

Squall storms past Unbridled
BALTIMORE (AP) — Summer
Last August, Summer Squall sus
Squall hurtled past Unbridled in a taMed a hairline fracture in a cancourageous show of speed and, sec- non bone, cutting short his 2-yearonds later, trainer Neil Howard old season. He experienced respirsprung from his box seat like a atory bleeding in the winter,
pole vaulter.
interrupting his training, and the
They were headed for the same Preakness was his fifth race in 11
place: the winner's circle at the weeks.
115th Prcakness.
"I've never had a more couraThe last few steps came easy. It geous horse," Howard said with a
was getting there that had been so touch of relief in his voice. For
tough.
Howard and Summer Squall, it was
"Neil did a fantastic job," said over for a little while,
anyway.
Carl Nafiger, trainer of Kentucky
Summer Squall will not go to the
Derby winner Unbridled. "He Belmont Stakes on June 9 for the
overcame a lot of adversity."
(Coned OR page 9)
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Actions& Reactions

SCOREBOARD

Soccer — local

'New Officesame good neighbor."
305 N. 12th
Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is there
Century 21)
Jane Rogers
State Farm iówt01 Convanies
753-9627
.-airee 011
Bloomington minces

CAPE GIRARDEAU. Mo. — 11 was a rough weekend (or the
and the boys' under-12 Terminators, who ran into heavy girls' under-14 Chiefs
competition in a tournament against Missouri and Illinois youth league teams The
game of lour, defeating Cwbondal., Ill by a 2-1 margin onChiefs won only one
Saturday, while the
Terminators finished their four-game weekend by tying
Sikeston, Mo 0-0 to avoid
a four-game whitewash.
•In girls' action, the Chiefs lost to Cape Girardeau 4-0,
beat
lost to Perryville. Mo. 4-3 and Jackson, Mo. 3-1 on Sunday Carbondale 2-1, then
Kim
lour goals in Sunday's doubleheader while Jill Miller had Johnson scored
Chiefs only win Saturday. Johnson, Miller, Ellen Uddberg and both goals in the
assists, while Susan Knob, Kelly Williams, Sara Fills, Maggie Emma Shaw had
Britt, Leah Stuart, Sarah Snyder, Uddberg, Shaw, Kylie Johnson Snyder, Rebecca
shared defensive honors during the four-game series Goalkee and Erica Vidmer
trell, Udcberg and Johnson had a total of 27 saves during pers Allison Canthe weekend
•In boys' competition, the Terminators lost 2-1 to
Carbondale,
5-3 to Cape Girardeau before finishing with the scoreless 2-1 to Jackson and
tie, with Sikeston's
goalkeeper turning away 17 attempts by the Terminators to
Earwood and Matt Farmer each scored two goals during the avoid the IOSs Scott
McCoy also scoring. Bubba Johnson had three assists duringswift, with BrandOn
the weekend, while
Greg Miller, McCoy, Harley Gamble, Stephen Crouch, Tim
Ryan Key, Ryan Haverstock, John McConnell and Farmer Vaughn, Adam Seiber,
won defensive praise
Goalies Ross Clark and Stephen Crouch combined for 24
saves during the tour
games.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
MereWee
Boston
Immo
Cleveland
Detrat
Batman
New vow
Oakland
Chicago
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Seattle
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z-denotes first gam wee a eke

Dennison-Hunt, Simmons Security and Bob,Perrin Real Estate were winners in
weekend Kentucky League action.
On Friday, Dennison-Hunt downed Thornton's Heating and Air, 11-6, with Mark
Stockton picking up the win. He also doubled, aiding an attack led by John Eric
Yezerski, who tripled and banged out two singles Simmons Security defeated
Faye's, 17-11. Jason Gilliam was the winning pitcher, white Chris Bauer had three
hits, including a double, and Chad Delancey banged out two singles. David Perlow
had two hits, with a double for Faye's.
Saturday, Perrin Real Estate outlasted Rotary 11-9, with Roger Houk leading the
way with a double and a triple and also was the winning pitcher. Seth Grogan had
three hits for the winners, while Shane Andrus singled and doubled for Rotary,
Avery Hudspeth had two hits inducing a triple, and Jason Stephens doubled.

Pa

Sectional meet...
(Cont'd from page 8)
place in 54.5 seconds. Sowerby,
meanwhile, was a three-time qualifier by finishing second in the
100-meter dash in 10.9.
Other athletes came very close to
qualifying. For Calloway, Hem don's shotput toss of 31-2 was only
inches away from second place,
and senior distance runner Michael
Ross was third by less than two
seconds in the 800-meter run, setting a school record in the event
with his 2:01.5 clocking.
Michael Boyd was third in the
shotput at 45-1'A , and Teddy Delaney finished fourth in the discus at
134-11, a personal best.
Murray senior Scott Gordon, like
Herndon, was inches away *from
Lexington in the shotput, taking
third at 42-11, while Lance Allison
posted his best-ever throw in the
discus, 131-6, but finished fourth.
Willis Cheancy took third in the
long jump at 20-10 and Brock was
third in the 1600-meter run.
Michelle Woods took third in the
girls' 100-meter dash in 13.0, and
the girls' 800-meter relay team was
also third, 1:56.1.
Jenny Bell was fourth in the
1600-meter run for Murray High,
Ann Greenfield was fourth in the
high jump, Tammy Hansen finished
fourth in the 300-meter hurdles and

Daniel T. Parker

Shelly Hasty took fourth inthe
3200-meter run in 14:24.3.
Murray High finished in second
place in the boys' Class A team
standings, as Mafield avenged a
second-place regional finish to the
Tigers by nipping Murray High
79-72. The Lady Tigers were
fourth in the team standings with
59 points, behind powerhouse Providence (130), Todd Central (92)
and St. Mary (62).
In 2A team results, Garland's
two victories helped push the Lady
Lakers into a four-way tie for fifth
at 28 points, sharing the position
with Barren, Trigg and Webster
counties. On the boys' side, Calloway's Lakers finished tied with
Franklin-Simpson for seventh place
with 19 points.
Fort Campbell smoked Paducah
Tilghman for the boys' AA sectional title, amassing 138 points to
Tilghman's 88. The Falcons also
won the girls' AA title over Tilghman but by a narrower margin,
87-83.
Henderson County was a dual
winner in the AAA meet, while
Marshall County was seventh in
girls' team standings and 11th in
the boys' results. Amy Darst finished second in the 800-meter run
to serve as Marshall's only qualifier to the state meet.

Moog ieads Bruins to win
EDMONTON, Alberta (AP) —
For two straight games, Andy
Moog has been the most important
figure in the Stanley Cup finals.
This time, though, he was
smiling.
"We've got some very resilient
people," he said.
None more so than Moog.
Pulled from Game 2 in Boston
after allowing three goals on four
shots, Moog came back with a
28-save performance in Game 3
Sunday night, enabling the Bruins
to beat the Edmonton Oilers 2-1
and pull within a game in the bestof-7 series.
"I didn't feel any frustration. I
felt I never really got a chance to
do my job in Game 2 for two reasons: No. 1, I didn't get to face
many shots; No. 2, I was yanked in
the second period. You've got to
work to do your job and I was just
standing around."
That wasn't the case Sunday as
the Oilers kept their former teammate hopping. In the third period

Squall...
(Coned from page 8)
third race in the Triple Crown
series. He needs a rest, and he
would have to come back in three
weeks without the medication
Lasix, which is used to control
bleeding in horses. The diuretic
drug is illegal in the state of New
York.
He'll point toward two September races outside New York State
before the Breeders' Cup on Oct.
27 at Belmont.

alone, he stopped 13 of 14 shots,
the one goal coming on a defensive
giveaway in front.
"There were some tense
moments," Moog said. "The
game's on the line, the teams are
pulling out the stops to try and win
it.
"They shot the puck early. They
had the chances and I got into it."
Because of that, Boston got back
into the series.
Moog backed up Grant Fuhr
when Edmonton won Stanley Cups
in 1984. 1985 and 1987. He was
unhappy with his role and forced a
1988 trade that saw Bill Ranford
go to the Oilers. Ranford has
allowed only two goals in each of
this series' games and had been
painted as the hero.
"In the third period we were sitting on the lead too much. We only
had two shots on goal the whole
period," said John Byce, whose
goal 10 seconds into the game put
Boston on top for good. "Edmonton had great pressure and Andy
Moog came up big for us."
•
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Quality Concrete On Time
Federal Materials Co.

Concrete Block Masonary Items
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3345

East °Meese
W L Pa
21 13 616 —
19 16 543
2'4
21 II 538
74
19 17 528
3
17 22 436
84
21 432
IPA
14 20 412
7
VAIM Dterleee,
W L Pa
24 12 667
—
20 13 606
24
20 16 556
4
19 20 487
th
16 21 432
S'A
15 23 396
10
13 22 371
104

Saturday's Games
Nevi Yak 5, Kansas City 4 11 Innings
California 11. Toronto 9
Cleveland 4, Seattle 3
Boston 13. lAnnesota 1
Dacron 6. Chtago 4
Texas 5, Baiempre 3
Oakland 9. killvesuke• 1
Sunday's Games
Mnneacra 5, Boston 4
Toronto 5, Ca9fornia.1
Baltimore 4 Texas 0
Seale 6, Cesvaand 7. 10 innings
Detroit 3. Chcago 2, 10 innings
lAkwauke• 5, Oakland 2
Kansas City 4, New York 3 10 innings
Mondey's Genies
Oakland (Welch 4-2) at Toronto IStatlemyre 4-4).
1235 pm

League

GB Lb0 Streak Hoene AM"
5-5 Won 1
11-7 104
5-5 Lost 1
11-7
6-9
4-6 woo 1
14-11 7-7
14-4 LOU 1
711
124
1-7-1 Won 6
6.11 11.11
1-64 Won 1
6-9
512
4-6 Lost 1
11-11 6-9
GS L10 Streak Home Away
1-4-6 LOU 1
10-6 144
6.4 Lost 3
154
54
z-7-3 Won 1
6-5 12 11
z4-4 Won 1
7-10 12-10
24 LOU 1
9-10 711
44 Lost 1
7-11 8-12
44 Won 1
7-11 9-11

Chicego (Kutzlerr 2-0) w New Yoe (Harkins
1-3),
6 30 p m
lAnnesaa (West 2-3) al Bellmore
(1
.4laati
1.2),
6 35 p m
Texas (Bohanon 0-2) al Bataan (Boddictem
5-3).
6 35 p rrr
Caltorna (Etrylerien 1-3) at Clerietend
(Shaw
1-0),
635 pm
Kansas City (Gordon 1-1) al Detroit
(Robinson
3-3). 635 pm
Semis (Hanlon 6-2) a1 Milwaukee
(Pewers 4-1).
7 35 pin
Tusedey's Gomm
Seattle at Milwaukee, 1 35 p m
Oakland ai Toronto, 335 pm
Chicago at New York 630 pm
'lemmas at Bellmore 635 pm
Texas at Boston. 6 35 p m
California at Cleveland 635 pm
Kansas City at Neat, 635 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE

1,44ray Mold and Die defeated Hodge and Noel Associates 14-13
and Clinic Pharmacy defeated Kopperud Realty 11-6 in weekend Park League
action.
Roger White led the way for Mold and Die with two doubles, includin
g the game.
winner, while Clint Burkeen tied the contest with a home run.
Jeremaine Scott
banged out three hits, including a double; Billy Nored had two
hits, including a
triple: Jonathon Duncan stroked three hits; Corey Conner had two hits,
including a
double; and Shane Smith had two hits for Murray Mold and
Die.
For Hodge and Noel, Marty Hodge banged out four hits; John Taylor,
and Josh Schecter had three hits, including a double; Reid Johnson John Vance,
had two hits,
with a double; and Alex Sewell and Matt Hulett each had two
singles
• • •
Cory Cunningham had a single and socked a three-run homer to pace Clinic Pharmacy. Teammate Josh Harcourt tripled and singled, Michael Williams doubted and
singled, and Scott Lowe and Jeremy Carroway each stroked two singles.
For Kopperud, John Kopperud, Kyle Roberson, and Brett Mayall each singled and
doubled, while Brian Miller and Jeremy Weber had two hits each.

FltetuZ
Ptv
ia
Montreal
Choego
New York
St Laws

........

Clrainnali
Las Angeles
San Diego
Sao F rand=
Atlanta
Houston
z-denoties Oat garrat wet a eiln

East °irises,
W L Pct
23 14 622
20 16 556
20 IS 526
3'h
18 19 486
55,,(
17 19 472
17 20 459
6
West Division
W L Pct
25 9 735
—
19 18 514
7'h
16 19 486
87,
15 22 405
11
14 21 400 11'4
13 24 351
13'4

Saturday', Gomm
Montreal 7, San Prancima 4
Cinannat 4, St Louts 0
Atlanta 2. Pastargh 1
Chcsgo 4, Houston 1
Ni.. York 6. San Neon 4
Philadelphia 15, Los Angenes 12 11 innings
&today's Gams
St Laws 6, Cincinnati 2
Chang° 5, Houston
Montreal 6, San Francisca 5. 11 innings
Los Angeles 6. PhiWielphia 3
San Diego 3, New Yoh 1
Atlanta 13 Pittsburgh Ii
Monday's Ganes
St Louis (Smith 5-3) at Atlanta (Smolt? 2-41 6 40
m

Boxing
LAS VEGAS — Pernell Whitaker moved and jabbed
his way to a unanimous
12-round decision over a relentless Azumah Nelson Saturda
y night to retain his
lightweight titles against the super featherweight champio
n. There were no knockdowns and neither fighter ever appeared hurt in the fight.

Basketball
NEW YORK — The New Jersey Nets took advantage of a new "weighted' lottery
system Sunday to win the first pick in the NBA draft, while Seattle beat the odds
to
capture the second selection. The Nets, with the league's worst regular-season
record of 17-65, had 11 of 66 ping-pong balls in the drawing that determined the
top 11 picks in the draft on June 27. But the SuperSonics, who had a 41-41 record,
had only two of the 65 remaining balls after the Nets won the first spot. The
remaining lottery picks have Miami third and Orlando fourth, followed by Charlott
Minnesota, Sacramento, the Los Angeles Clippers, Dallas, Golden State e,
and
Atlanta.
• • •
SAN ANTONIO — Caldwell Jones, the oldest player in the NBA this season,
announced his retirement Sunday. The 39-year-old San Antonio center played
12
minutes, scored four points and had one rebound in the Spurs' final game
Saturday. During his 17-year professional career, Jones played for six teams on
in
more than 1,000 regular-season games and 120 playoff games From 1985 until
last season he played for the Trail Blazers.

GB L I 0 Streik Homo Away
44 Lost 2
10-5 139
14-4 Laet 1
84 12-10
z-44 Won 2
114
9.12
5-5 Won 3
54 13-11
z-44 Lou 1
13-4
4-11
6-4 Won 1
(XII 9-9
GB
5-5
1-6-4
14-4
6-4
1-9

L10 Streak Horne Away
Lost 1
124 13-3
Won 1
13-6
6-10
Won I
12 12 6-7
Lost 2
6-13 9-9
Won 2
9-10 5-t
Lost 3
712 6 12

Cincinnati tRiiro 2-1) at Chocago (Mecklux 4-2) 705
m
PrttsburgniDrabek 6-1) at Houston (Desnanss 1-2)
7 35 p m
Phfiedelpha
2-1) at San Franasco
rGarrelts 1-31. 9 05 p m
New York (Goody) 2-3i at Los Angeles (Morgan
5-2), 935 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
Cortannat at Chicago. 1 20 pm
Philadelpha at San Franaeco 235 p m
New York at Los engem 3 05 p m
San Dego at Marmot 635 p rn
St LOOS at Atlanta. 6 40 p
PnIteergh at Houaon 735 pm

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Oakland at Toronto (12 35 p m CDT) The teams meet ¶04 the
fru tome ono. est year% ptayork voNeri Blue
Jays Reneger Gto Gasart waned ',Mato. (Memo
Dennis Eckierskey 01 billing the ball
STATS
Alfredo Griffin is 9-for-18 WM the bases loaded since
parting the Los Arigase Dodgers ara 16-10(-33 in Ns
career That's not claw up to the standards of Kansas
city's Pat Taber who is 3111-lor•75. a 507 average
STREAKS
Mickey Tettlefon 15 11.104.15 with 10 RBW in he re
Ma games •ie had been Oaten.; pull 167 lath no home
nine Wore the strait, timing Mich he has hammed
thyme tines
SLUGGERS
Andre Dawson of Chicago drove in nine tuna in three
games
at Houston rricreasing Ps, maim-league leading
RBI lotel a 41 Last year he had 77 RBIs. his *ma
in a full season mince 1978
SLUMPS
Hawatonk lAke Scott the National L•419US 5 Only 20-91me winner
last mason, S 1-5 in ntn• start this year
SWINGS
Candy Maldonado who Pat rine home tuns in 3-45 at-bats
Lea mason rah San Francisco. Ms hit nine homers
in 126 at-bets fix Cerreland the year
STARTERS
Shawn Boalue alched a lye-hitter in vs rnatOr league debut
as Chicago ben Houston 5-1 Sunday Bookie,
called up from the minors a dm earlier struck out six
and relied one

Tennis

BATS

WEST BERLIN — Monica Soles ended Steffi Graf's 66-match winning streak
and
won the German Open with a 6-4, 6-3 victory on Sunday. Sales, who has won
her
last five tournaments, extended her own winning streak to 24 matches and handed
Graf her first loss since the French Open. Graf's winning streak was the second
longest in the modern era of tennis. Martina Navratilova won 74 straight matches
in 1984. Soles earned $100,000 for the victory.
• • •
SWARTHMORE, Pa. — Larry Gewer defeated schoolmate Scott Fkppin-Read
in
straight sets Sunday to win the NCAA men's singles tennis championship,
Washington College its first national title. Cower, seeded second, defeate giving
d No. 3
seed Flippin-Read 6-4, 6-3. John Morris and Bill Meadows of Washington and Lee
University defeated Scott Milener and Bobby Hession of the University of Rochester 6-4, 6-4 for the doubles title.
• S •
ROME— Thomas Muster overwhelmed Soviet Andrei Chesnokov 6-1, 6-3,
6-1 to
win the Italian Open. Muster won $161,000 in the biggest victory ever for a
tennis
player from Austria
. • •
UMAG, Yugoslavia — Goran Prpic of Yugoslavia defeated compatriot Goran Ivanisevic 6-3, 4-6, 6-4 on Sunday to win the first ATP tournament in this country
• • •
EWING, N.J. — Top-seeded Christine Behrens of UC San Diego beat Tracy Peel
of Washington College of Maryland 6-4, 6-2 to win the NCAA Division III women's
singles championship on Saturday. Shelley Keller and Caryn Granston of Pomona
Pitzer won the doubles crown.

Golf
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Kentucky League

Murray's Matt Krug set a school record and -qualif
ied for the state
finals with his 12-6 ‘ault for second place in Saturd
ay's A sectional
meet in Owensboro.
Staff photo by
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AND STATS

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (102 a bets)--Gntley Seattle. 375
Dianne: Seattle, 355 Witten, Chicago. 351.
DParker, Milwaukee. 339, ADaves, Seattle, 336
RUNS—Cansmo °attend. 29, Gntley Seethe.
29, RHenderson, Oakland. 27, Rader, Detroit, 26.
F'uckett, Minnesota, 25, Yount. lAleaukes. 25
RBI—Felder. Detroit 37, Gruber, Toronto, 32,
Cameo), Oakland. 31, Leonard. Seethe. 29, klan
danaclo. Cleveland. 29
HITS—Gnfley, Seattle, 57, Trammel. Detroit, 48
Gladden. Minnesota. 47, Gruber, Toronto, 45. ADavis, Smiths. 44, Folder, Detroit, 44
1-KMAE RUNS.—Fielder, Damn, 16, Canseco,
Oakland. 13 lAcGmrs. Oakland, 11, Ditto,, Toronto. 10, Gram Seattle, 9, Maldonado. Cleveland. 9
STOLEN BASES—RHenderson, Olitland. 16.
Cameo. Oakland. 11. Pates, Texas, 11, Calderon.
Chicago. 10. Sax. Ni.. York, 10
PITCHING (5 deasiona—Klones. Chair. 6-0.
1 000, 1 53, Stewart Oakland. 7-1. $75. 2 12. 6
are led with KO
sTAIKEouTs—ciefr•nii. Boston. 54. Ryan.
Texas. U. Hinson. Sortie. 46. MPerez Chicago,
44, Leary. Ni'. York el
SAVES—D.1mm, Cleveland. 14, Aquasra, Minnesota. 11, Schooner Mane 11 efenriernan.
Detroit. 10, Thigpen, Chicago. tO
• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (102 al bais)—Cyksoa, Reads/phi&
397, Pawner, San Diego. 357. Demon. Chicago

349. Sabo. Cincinnati 348, Larkin. Cinanriat,
343
RUNS—Dykstra, Philadelphia 30. Sabo Curiosnat, 29 Borate, Ifinsturgh. 28, leoGee. Stlaas.
29. Bonds, Ptweturgh. 27
RBI—Davison, Chicago 41, Boniks. Pinsburgt.
34. lCanw, San Diego. 31, VelClark San Francisco
29, Guerrero. &Louis, 27, IMWIlleame, San Fran
asco. 27
HITS—Akintar San Diego 51, Dykstra. PhtedeMks 50, McGee Sttatos 4'11.,TGwynn. San Diego.
al Larkin. Cinannat. 46. Sabo, Cinannat. 46,
Sandberg. Chicago 46
HOME RUNS—Dimon Chicago 13. aomei,
Prnsturgh 11, Ft/Mown New York a. ketchelL
San Francisco. 8, Wallach Montreal. $
STOLEN SASES—Coleman. Stlouis. 19.
Sanaa, Los Angeles, le. Raines Montreal. 14.
Sabo Cincinnati, 12, Bonds. Pittsburgh, 11,
Despeicia, Montraei 11 . Lacy, Grannie. 11.
PITCHING 15 dectaionst—Cook Phlade4phia.
1003. 2 38, Armstrong Cinannat. 7-1, $75.
1.
Now Yoh. 7-1 675 I 66 Drabek.
Pi
6-1 357. 236 Henan Pittsburgh 6-1,
857, 2 44
snsixEouTs—Gooci.n. Now York 61 WarAm, Los Angeles, 57, Vale Ni. York 57 Cone
Ni. York, 43. DeLeon. &Louie. Q
SAVES—Butts Montreal. 10 RMcDamell. Phi
ladephia. 9, DaSivali Haman, II, Franco, elm
York 6, Wireillerne. Chicago. $

Jane Rogers Insurance
•

FORT WORTH. Texas — Even an adventure with a ball bobbing down a drainag
e
ditch couldn't halt Ben Crenshaw's march to a three-stroke victory Sunday in the
Colonial golf tournament. Crenshaw, who shot a final-round 66, appeared on the
way to a routine victory until his drive on the 17th hole drifted into the swiftly flowing run-off water of a morning thunderstorm. Crenshaw recovered for a bogey
and
went on to earn $180,000, scoring an 8-under-par 272 over the 7,010-yard Colonial Country Club course. John Mahaffey shot a final-round 66 to share second
place with Corey Pavin and Nick Price at 275
• • •
HOUSTON — Lee Trevino shot a 3-under-par 69 Sunday for a tournam
ent-record
13-under-par 203 total and a six-stroke victory in the
Doug Sanders Kingwood
Celebrity Classic The victory. worth $45,000, was Trevino's fourth
in eight tournaments this year on the PGA Senior Tour. Trevino also set
the 36-hole tournament
record with 134 over the 6,564-yard, par-72 Deerwood
Country Club course Gary
Player shot a final-round 65 to finish second at 209

The Extra-Busims! Copier...
Only from Toshiba!

New Toshiba BD-1910"
All the standards of a basic business
copier plus...
Li 65% to 200% Zoom!
Li Auto Exposure!
Li True Edge-to-Edge Copying!
L] Statement to Ledger Size Copying!
El Stationary Platen!
Get extra business copying capability
...and quality' See the new Toshiba
BD-4c710 Extra-Business Copier today!'
'AsA your
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Registration set for French, Spanish language programs
Registration for the annual Summer Children's French and Spanish
Language Program will be open
May 21 — 31 at the Calloway
County Public Library. Persons
may call 753-2288 or stop by the
Library to register during library

hours. Both classes will be held in
the month of June.
Eleven years ago a group of
interested persons, headed by Libby Hart, volunteered their services
toward starting a project called
"Children's Cultural Adventures in

French". Several volunteer instructors who are French language
teachers or schooled in an area of
French cultura: continue to conduct
the classes with help from
advanced 'French language
students.

Spanish classes for children were first-served basis. When a class
added to the language project 7 limit is reached, a waiting list will
years ago, and it is also taught by be established in case of last
volunteers who are Spanish speakminute vacancies. Children may
ing or knowledgeable in the register for only one of the classes.
culture.
There is no charge.
Participants are offered a variety
Friends of the Library furnish all
of activities relating to French or of the materials and foods needed
Spanish language, art, cuisine, in the Programs.
music and social life. The classes
The French session will be held
are held in the Library Arts Annex Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays
three days a week for 4 weeks. from 1-2:30 and the Spanish clasThose children just out of the ses from 3-4:30 on the same days.
3rd and 4th grades are eligible, and
"This is a wonderful opportunity
they are accepted on a first-come, for children to learn how people of

Lithotripsy, medicine treat gallstones
11% Peter H Gott. SID.

ter treatment is stopped. gallstones der the skin. They commonly occur
on
of ten form again Therefore, repeated the trunk, forearm and back of the
DEAR DR GOTT Re been told I courses of therapy may be necessary
. neck, more frequently in men than in
a few ga4Istones. and my general
Actigall is effective only against women. The cause is unknown, and
surgeon wants to operate I'd prefer stones composed of cholesterol, the there
is no preventative
to have the stones crushed, against most common type, stones made of
niy. general practitioner's wishes
These benign fatty tumors rarely
other constituents, such as calcium
What is your opinion and what type of and bile pigments, are not affected. cause symptoms and do not have to be
doctor should I go to instead of a gen- To date, there are no drugs to dissolve removed unless they are cosmetically
cral surgeon"
unsightly. In rare instances, lipomas
non-cholesterol stones
DEAR READER Both your docI suggest you ask your family doc- can twillergo malignant change, theretors appear to believe you are a surgi- tor to refer you to a gastroenterolo- fore, rapidly growing lesions should
cal candidate As I understand your gist. Such a specialist can review your be biopsied or surgically excised.
question. you want a third opinion
records and offer advice about which
Liposuction, a technique to vacuum
Until a Lew years ago. gallbladder type of treatment would be appropriout fatty material through a hollow
surgery was the only satisfactory ate for your gallstones.
needle, is a method frequently used to
method of treating gallstones HeTo give you further information, I
t.'ntl%
however, two alternative am sending you a free copy of my remove lipomas that are large or annoying. enabling otients to avoid surmethods are gaining popularity
Health Report "Gallbladder DisShock:wave labotripsy is a tech- ease." Other readers who would like a gery. However, most people with liponique of pulverizing gallstones using copy should send $1.25 with their mas prefer to leave them alone and
high-energy sound waves This re- name and address to PO. Box 91369. forgo the discomfort and expense of
.
iii res
machinery that Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to treatment
@ 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
t• At present. available only in teachmention the title
hospitals or medical centers I
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a 43-yearAnnot comment on the relative mer- old male and had a dozen lipomas reDR. GOTT
its And dangers of lithotripsy because moved from my abdomen and arms a
ye bad no personal experience with few years ago. Since then. approxiit Judging from the medical reports. mately 35 more have appeared on my
however it . appears to be safe and arms, back, abdomen and groin area.
ettective
What success should I experience if I
PETER
Also, gallstones can be dissolved have liposuction performed, and how
GOTT,
MD
t h prescription medicine, such as else do I prevent them from occurring
Actigall. The patient takes several in the future'
pills a day for mans months GradualDEAR READER Lipomas are soft,
ly the stones disappear However. af- painless, movable nodules of fat
un-

rL

'First light' image reveals double star
brought cheers from National Aer-

By PAUL RECER
GREENBELT, Md. — The first
series from the Hubble Space
Telescope was supposed to be just
photo

an engineering test, but it surprised
scientists by revealing an unsuspected double star.
Rubble's inaugural photo sequence, taken from its orbit 381 miles
above the Earth, showed bright,
crisp stars against a black background, with much clearer images
than seen in a picture taken by
ground-based telescope of the same
part of the heavens.

a

"Fantastic," James Westphal,
the principal scientist for the camera used in the first photo exercise,
said Sunday. "We are just as
pleased as punch at this point. Our
image is significantly better than
we were concerned that it might

Westphal said the Hubble pictures clearly show that an image
which appeared in ground-based
photos to be only a single star was,
in fact, a rare binary star. The
space telescope pictures showed
two overlapping points of light,
instead of a single blob as seen in a
picture taken by a Chilean
observatory.
"We didn't know it was a double star," said Westphal.
NASA officials had said
Rubble's initial images would be

Lawn Tractors - Mowers • Tillers - Gas Powered Trimmers

only "an engineering test" that
was being used to meet the ceremonial requirements for the "first
light" pictures that are traditional
for a new telescope.
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"How can a man learn navigation
Where there's no rudder?"
— Christopher Fry.
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# Republic Savings Bank
Tennis Tournament (

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:

to benefit W.A.T.C.H.
.Work Activities Training Center for the Hand

EAST
•105 2
V A 96
•Q 6 5
•Q J 10 2

•A 8 7 4 3

capped.

South
1 NT

West
Pass

Saturday & Sunday

North

3 NT

East
All pass

Opening lead: Spade four

Come See Os And Register
For FREE Prizes To Be Given
Away May 26th
to 97 FM May 26 for More Specials
Too HOT to Mention!
All Sales Expire 5.30 90
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Then a wide-angle camera opened

its shutter for a one-second exposure and then for a 30-second
exposure. The images from the
camera were recorded on board as
10 million bits of data. At 1:49
p.m., the data were sent through a
relay satellite to computers at the
Goddard Space Flight Center.
While a crowd of engineers, scientists and journalists watched on
television, Hubble engineers processed the data through a computer
that assembled a photo.
At first, the raw images showed
a mass of streaks and white dots
against a field of gray. Bt the picture became sharper and sharper as
a computer removed stray signals
and then brightened the points of
light.
Eventually, the picture was narrowed to a small segment of the
sky. It showed the bright doutle
star along with eight other t,right
stars.
A photo taken by the Las Capanas Observatory in Chile of the
same area of the sky was able to
capture only four bright stars and
the double star was blurred into a
single image.
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light" sequence before noon Sun-

day by sending programmed
instructions to Hubble.
The telescope satellite moved to
point directly at the target stars.

quickly. South won his queen and
lost a diamond finesse, and my
spade Fnurn came too late. He took
But a delighted Westphal said
four diamonds. two spades, two
the pictures were worthy of serious
clubs and one heart for nine tricks.
study.
A reader writes "I have a prob- How was Ito tell that he wasn't fi"Boy, we could get lots of scilem making good decisions when nessing in hearts?"
ence out of this right now," he
declarer leads a small card from a
There are no sure answers that
said.
worthles
s
cover
dummy
all situations of this sort, but
holding
and
I
Lennard Fisk, the associate
unsuppor
have
an
there
ted
were
solid clues in today's exace.
When
I
administrator for science at NASA,
rise, I eliminate declarer's guess; ample. Since West had led fourth
said the quality of the pictures
when I duck, he runs off with trick best, it was safe to assume that he
proved the design and testing of the
number nine. Can you offer any sug- had led from something in that suit.
costly telescope.
gestions for this hand.
Therefore, setting up West's spade
'
"I'm delighted," he said. "It's
"Declarer won dummy's spade suit was the top priority; less importwo times better than we thought it
queen and led the heart 10, looking tant was worrying about establishwould be."
like a man about to finesse. I ducked ing an extra heail winner for South.
The quality of the photos
like a rabbit, and it was all over The second clue lies with dummy's
diamonds. Without that suit, how
was South to come to nine winners?
And
there lies the answer. Since
'FIND THE CORRECT BUSINESS" BRING IT TO US
East has the diamond queen, he can
FOR 2Or TOWARD MERCHANDISE.
afford to rise with his heart ace and
A B D
A
lead his spade 10, which West allows
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A
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and Space Administration
engineers who have had to solve a
series of problems with the telescope since it was launched last
month by a space shuttle.
Hubble's troubles have included
a fouled antenna, a computer program that caused instruments to shut
down, another computer program
that contained a math error that
affected pointing accuracy, and a
satellite jitter that experts still find
troublesome.
Jean Olivier, deputy project
manager for the Hubble, said that
the first light pictures are only a
"coarse-focused" image of what
"the space telescope eventually will
achieve. He said there still are
weeks remaining in an elaborate
focusing checkout of the
instruments.
"We're only about a fourth of
the way through the whole focusing process," he said.
The planned scientific studies
will not start until the engineers
have completed the checkout,
which may take months.
Eventually, Hubble is expected
to produce pictures seven times
clearer than the images captured on
Sunday.
Engineers started the "first
onautics

AP Science Writer
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Largest
Selection Of Used
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another nationality live and learn
while enjoying the activities
offered," said Sandy Linn, Youth
Services Coordinator for the
Library.
"We are pleased to have Beth
Belote of the Coordinator for the
French sessions and Claire Resig as
the Coordinator for the Spanish
sessions", added Mrs. Linn.
,Classes begin June 4 and end
June 29.
Anyone interested in volunteering their help in the Program may
call the Library.

Entry Deadline Wed., May 30
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All pass

ANSWER: Spade ace. You have all
the defensive strength for your side.
Lead the ace, look at dummy and
the first trick, and then decide.
(Dummy might have J-x or K-a.)
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75125. with sell-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 11100 United Fester, Syndkaist
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Exploring sunken ships from the War of 1812
vie
tamed undersea =Oast Dr. Robert UU S take over
250,000 U.S.and Camden school children to the bottom of lake
Ontario on an exploration d two ships taati during the War of 1812.
• Canada
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sound beamed to
satellite, then
down to Earth for
production, then
back to satellite
for transmission
to museums.
Cl Children at 14
musems see live
images,can ask
questions of Ballard
and scientsts on
barge.
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A JASON cruises the bottom equipped with color TV
cameras and a robot arm to pick up artifacts
MEDEA,connected to Jason and the
surface ship, carries lights and TV cameras

WASHINGTON — Ohio and
Kentucky are in a high -stakes
struggle for a new U.S.-Japan cargo shipping route.
The fight actually is between
United Parcel Service and Emery
Worldwide Airlines,
If UPS wins, so dOes Louisville,
Ky. If Emery wins, the business
goes to Dayton, Ohio.
Political leaders in both states
see the shipping route as a way to
boost already substantial ties with
the Japan.
Honda builds its Accord model
in Marysville, Ohio; Toyota builds
Camrys in Georgetown, Ky.
"Kentucky's gotten a lot of spinoff Japanese business from that
Toyota plant," said Linda
Breathitt, who runs the state's
Washington office. Securing the
trade route would help the state
attract more of that business, she
said.
"It's a big deal for Kentucky,"
she said. "It's a high priority."
Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd.,

Cities with palicipating museums
•Boston
•Chicago
•Dallas
•Detroit
•Minneapolis
III Bethlehem, Pa.
•Memphis, Tenn.

•Rochester, N.Y.
•Salt Lake City
•Sarasota, Fla.
•Washington, D.C.
•Woods Hole, Mass.
•Toronto, Canada
•Victoria, B.C., Canada

By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The House
is aiming for a vote this week on
clean air legislation, but first must
decide whether to require automakers to manufacture non-gasoline
cars for nine of the most polluted

Slips
Hamilton: 73 ft long,
76 tons
Scourge: 57 ft long,
45 tons

,

The sunken ships
Both were merchant schooners converted to warships by U.
Navy and sank in a storm Aug. 8, 1813. Wrecks were discovered in fhi01979e.
SOURCE National Geographic Society, The Jason Proiect

Teacher charged with killing boss
By TERESA M. WALKER
Associated Press Writer

CENTERVILLE, Tenn. — A
science teacher shot an administrator to death at a high school and set
the building on fire, investigators
said.
Assistant Principal Ron Wallace
was slain Sunday morning after
stumbling upon the teacher
"engaged in an activity that he
didn't want public," said Tennessee Bureau of Investigation agent
Tom Brown. Brown would not
elaborate.
The teacher, Donald Givens, 50,
was held without bail today on
charges of murder and arson.
Wallace, 41, had been at Hickman County High School to put the
finishing touches on the auditorium
for an afternoon religious service
for graduates, Principal Rick Bre-

wer said.
Wallace surprised Givens, and
the teacher "panicked and reacted
without thinking and set the fire to
cover it up," Brown said.
Wallace was shot twice, and the
body was discovered in the hall
outside the biology laboratory at
the burning building, said police
Officer Howard Choate.
Candles were used to set fire to
the science wing, and fires were
also set in two libraries, Choate
said. He said the natural gas in the
biology lab had been turned on, but
firefighters shut it off before it
ignited.
Firefighters put out the blazes 20
minutes after the 9 a.m. call. Damage, estimated at $150,000, was
confined to books and materials.
Before his arrest Sunday, Givens
had come to the school and acted
like one of the bereaved faculty,

sitting at a desk and drinking coffee, Fire Chief Kenneth Thompson
said. He would not say what led
authorities to Givens.
Wallace was assistant principal
and athletic director at the school
in this town of 2,800 people 4.0
miles southwest of Nashville. His
daughter, April, class president, is
among the graduating seniors at the
850-student school.
Classes were canceled today.
"It's a devastating and shocking
situation," said English teacher
Linda Richardson. "It's really
frightening. This is something that
you just don't expect to happen.
This community is really close
knit."
Wallace had been named assistant principal last fall and was set
to complete his certification for
principal in July, Ms. Richardson
said.

Kingdom's reopening set for June 1
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Kingdom has been transformed from a relatively small and
unsuccessful theme park into a fullfledged amusement park that owner
Ed Hart believes will be a multimillion dollar success.
June 1 is the official grand opening of the park, and Hart says the
attendance goal for the first year is
350,000. Admission will be $9.95
for adults and $5.95 for children
under 48 inches of height.
"It's pay one time, then have as
much fun and ride as many times
as you want," Hart said. "With 20
rides, the restaurant facilities,
shows and other entertainment
scheduled, we think it's quite a
bargain."
Hart speaks with the enthusiasm
of a man who has pumped nearly
$3 million of his own money into
the project.
"Plus we've received an additional $1.2 million from eight other
local investors who want to remain
anonymous," he said. "So when
you count the real estate, the buildings already here, plus the money
we've spent and the additional
rides we've brought in, you can
truthfully say that Kentucky Kingdom is a $30 million amusement
park."
John Mulcahy, the park's director of operations, said the park
should bring back memories of
Fontaine Ferry Park, which closed
in 1967.
"The truth is, when Kentucky
Kingdom opened in 1987, they had
basically carnival rides here,"
Mulcahy said. "Now, we have an
amusement park, with adult rides

one of Japan's live largest steelmakers, announced earlier this
month it would invest about $40
million in an automobile crankshaft
plant in Georgetown.
The plant, which would begin
production in early 1992, will
eventually employ 100 people.
Sumitomo officials said they
expect the operation to produce
approximately 800,000 forged steel
crankshafts per year for U.S. and
Japanese passenger car makers
with plants in North America.
Transportation Department
Administrative Law Judge Burton
Kolko is considering the competing
applications. He'll make a recommendation sometime next month,
based on the quality of service the
selected carrier can provide and the
ability to increase trade with Japan.
At an April hearing before Kolko, Ohio Li Gov. Paul Leonard testified on behalf of Emery while
Kentucky Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
and both of that state's U.S. senators appeared on behalf of UPS.
A few days later, both of Ohio's
senators, plus five U.S. representatives, weighed in on Emery's

behalf.
A joint appeal organized by Rep.
Tony Hall, a Democrat whose district covers Dayton, told the administrative law judge that the Emery
hub in Dayton is easily able to
handle the 30 percent increase in
international flights the new trade
route would provide.
"We believe Emery has proven
its ability to serve U.S. and Japanese interests," the lawmakers
wrote in a leuer that boasted of
Ohio's 120 Japanese-affiliated
companies.
Hall said those companies would
get a competitive edge if their cargo went through Dayton.
The company that wins the trade
route won't get all the U.S.-Japan
cargo business. But it will get the
ability to make long-range plans,
since the number of yearly charter
flights to Japan is determined one
year at a time.
After Kolko makes his recom
mendation, the final decision is
made at the highest level of the
Transportation Department
either by Secretary Samuel Skinner
or an assistant secretary.

House nearing vote on clean air bill

What students will learn about
•War of 1812 history
•Great Lakes ecology
•Science of fresh water lakes and ponds
•Satellite communication, robotics
•Geography and archeology
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Ohio, Kentucky battling over business
By KATHERINE RIZZO
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— family rides — and a facility others — is said 4o have designed
that is very much in keeping with the Kentucky Kingdom coaster for
the Fontaine Ferry Park tradition." speed.
There will even be a Fontaine
"They're going to be screaming
Ferry Park museum, just northwest over here," Denise Dinn said of
of the Vampire — a 12-story steel the Kentucky Kingdom roller coasroller coaster that even Hart won't ter. "And people all over the park
are going to be coming over here to
ride.
see
what all the screaming's
"Look, it's got a 12-story
drop," he said, "and it makes two about."
The wooden roller coaster will
helix (spiral) turns, a 360-degree
loop, then goes back up to the top travel over 3,000 feet of track,
through a turn banked at nearly 85
agaun."
Then the Vampire repeats, the degrees and race 10 stories nearly
straight down at speeds of more
adventure — backwards.
"Uh, no thanks," Hart said. than 65 mph.
"It's a great ride. But it's not for
There's a third roller coaster —
me."
the indoor, steel Starchascr, the
What may be for Hart is the only ride left over from the initial
wooden roller coaster, expected to Kentucky Kingdom effort.
be completed by July 1.
Since then, the park has been
"We „haven't announced the expanded to nearly 26 acres on the
name yet, because we're having a southwest corner of the Kentucky
'guess the name of the wooden State Fair & Exposition Center.
roller coaster' contest in conjunc- The $12 million worth of original
tion with WHAS radio," said Mar- Kentucky Kingdom buildings —
ia Partlow, whose public relations "Disney-quality buildings, gorcompany is promoting and market- geous buildings," says Hart — are
still there.
ing Kentucky Kingdom.
But add $5 million in improvePark visitors can see the wooden
superstructure of the roller coaster ments, and rides that will make you
rising on the southern edge of the scream, and you have the makings
Kingdom. It's the product of Char- of what Hart says will be a major
lie Dinn, one of the world's pre- attraction.
mier designers of wooden roller
coasters.
"This coaster is the one he's
been waiting and . wanting to
build," said Denise Dinn, Charlie
Dinn's daughter, who is in Louisville to supervise its construction.
Charlie Dinn — who designed
American Heart
the Beast at King's Island, the TexAssociation
as Giant at Six Flags in Dallas, the
Cyclone at Six Flags in Atlanta and

House leaders have said they
want a vote on the bill before Congress begins its Memorial Day
recess on Friday. Floor debate was
scheduled to begin today on the
measure, which would be the first
revision of federal air pollution
laws in 13 years.
The Senate approved clean air
legislation in April after lengthy
private discussions between Senate
leaders and the White House.
The Bush administration has had
no such discussions in the House,
where the Energy and Commerce
Committee produced a bill by a
41-1 vote in April.
Both versions would cost the
economy about $21 billion a year
when the new controls go fully into
effect.
The House bill, like the Senate
version, calls for steep cuts in acid
rain pollutants as well as unprecedented controls on urban smog,
largely from automobiles, and
curbs on toxic industrial emissions.
"We're pretty well where we're
going to stay," Rep. Terry Bruce,
D-111., said of most of the major
components of the package, including provisions that will force coalburning electric utilities to reduce
their annual acid rain emissions by
10 million tons.
Key congressmen and their staffs
were holding private talks in hopes
of working out agreements on some
of the dozen or so amendments
expected to be brought to the floor
for votes, probably Wednesday and
Thursday.
The proposed amendments
include one by Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., that would require
automakers to manufacture up to I
million alternative-fuel cars for
sale in nine of the most smogtroubled cities.
A tentative agreement was reached on a proposal to require use of a
cleaner fuel in dozens of cities to
curb the urban smog problem.
But no deal was expected on the
Waxman amendment or on a proposal to broaden the phaseout of
chemicals that damage the atmospheric ozone layer. Those issues
are likely to be thrashed out on the
House floor, sources said.
Waxman's amendment calls for
manufacturers to build up to I million alternative fuel vehicles to be
sold in the nine citics.
The automakers, who oppose the
amendment, have a strong ally in
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., chairman of the Energy and Commerce
Committee.

UCKLE*

The automakers argue that no
one has shown that cars powered
by such fuels as methanol, ethanol
natural gas or electricity would be
accepted by the public, especially
if there was uncertainty about the
fuel supply.
"The fate of alternative fuel
vehicles hinges on consumer
acceptance and consumers are
flashing a yellow warning light,"
argues Thomas Hanna, president of
the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association. Supporters of Waxman's amendment suggest that by

late in the decade when such cars
would have to be produced, thL
fuel availability issue will have
been resolved.
Industry also has lobbied vigorously against the amendment that
would broaden the phaseout
requirements on ozone-depleting
chemicals, including some that are
considered "bridge" substitutes
for chlorofluorocarbons, or CFC.
Manufacturers already are committed to phasing out CFCs, but have
argued they need the "bridge"
substitutes.
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ACROSS
1 Suitable
4 That man
6 Later
11 Urged on
13 Tidier
15 —,P. Q. — S
16 Sheer cotton
fabric
18 Tellurium
Symbol
19 Agave plant
21 Nevada city
22 Deposited
24 Denson and
Koppel
26 Declares
28 Pension-plan
inits
29 Mountain
nymph
31 Abound
33 Printer's
measure
34 Strike
36 Platform
38 French
article
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40 B ish
ar
str
42 Look
45 Doctrine
47 Kind of
collar
49 Without end
50 Aleutian
island
52 Caudal
appendage
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55 Negative
56 Person
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loud voice
59 Roman gods
61 Become
visible
63 Pencil
rubber
65 Automobile
style
66 Concerning
67 Unit of
Norwegian
currency
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8 South
African Dutch
9 Latin
conjunction
10 Retreat
12 Note of scale
14 Part of
fortlfication
17 Bool course
20 March date
23 Three-toed
sloth
24 As far as
25 Seasoning
27 Oceans
30 Challenge
32 Small amount
35 Model
37 Rescue
38 Climbing
plant
39 Bars
legally
41 Groan
43 Schoolbook
44 Teutonic
deity
46 Mountain
abbr
48 Saltpeter
51 Employed
53 Learning
57 Chinese
pagoda
58 Sun god
60 Anger
62 Hebrew
letter
64 Therefore
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Rollo

Home Cooking

CANCER
INSURANCE

Nate Lunches
Q
Iltckory Smokal
PonJ Raisect Cathsh
• Caienng Services •
The One...
The Only...

Inn

*1'04

413 Iowa 40 711141118
3L.ASS Replacement for
home auto, and business
Repa,r storm windows and
screens Repair corners
and latches replace glass
in patio doors repair rollers, also mirrors, and glass
table tops cut to size Meat
frames and picture frames
MG Complete Glass Dixieland Center 753-0180

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

030
Card
of Thanks

43Y
We would like to
express our appreciation
to
the
'friends and neighbors for the acts of
kindness
shown
during the illness
and passing,ofour
loved one, Flora
Mae Perry. Special
thanks to Dr. John
Quertermous, the
nursing staff of
Westview Nursing
Home, Rev. W.E.
Cheaney and members of St. John
Baptist
Church,
and the HamockBowles Services of
Paducah.
The Family

Does anyone
have an April
1989 edition of
"Colonial.H0111eS"
magazine?
Mine was borrowed
.ind never returned.
It ou do, and axe
willing to sell it or loan
IL for a short time.
please call Marilyn at

753-3114
ASAP
Lease Message
or Call
Nticr 4:00 p.m.

EXPERIENCED kitchen
help Apply Mon -Fri.
Etarn-3pm 410 Main St No
phone calls please

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma *You are
between the ages 01 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call J T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8am-1130am

ANN'S Country Kitchen,
Hazel, Ky needs a full time
day waitress, day cook and
night cook, dishwasher
(days and nights) All positions available immediately Apply at Ann's Country Kitchen or call
492-8195

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

VIDEO DATING Paducah,
Murray Benton Mayfield
Confidential
For complete details send SASE
to PVS PO Box 1911.
Murray, Ky 42071

-

Drivers Wanted
For Dominos Pizza
Must be 18 yrs. of age
or older. Proof of insurance
required.
Apply in person.

.oca Jam, sairvvar

EVA'S Custom Sewing
Seamstress wanted will
vain 753-2728

EXPERIENCED service
technician on air conditioning, heating and refrigeration Apply at Buford Heating 8 Air 1928 N 8th St
Paducah, Ky.

Hs
Wanted

BAD Credit? Learn exactly
how to fix your credit report
get loans credit cards,
etc Amazing recorded 1 EXPERIENCED waitress
message reveals details
full-time and 1 pail-time
305 770 5307
Above average pay plus
good tips Apply at the Ky
Lake Lodge and Restaurant in Aurora or call
474-8095 for appointment

alownr ilawa.4as

1
-

et()

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

HIH
BURGER

erc-

$5000 GOLD Card Guaranteed' No credit check No
deposit' Cash advances'
Also easy VISA/MC, no de
posit i Fr•• call
1(803)234 6741, anytime

NEEDED: mature person
to watch 3 and 5 year old, 3
mornings per week. Apply
at 305 N 7th corner of
Olive. Ask for Ronda or
Roger or caN 753-3640 after 4:30pm.

BOAT mechanic for Evinrude outboards, OMC in
MerCruiser stern drives.
Call Sportsman's Boat
Works For interview between 9am-4pm Mon -Fri.
only 502-354-6569.

NEED experienced, dependable babysitter for one
4-yew-old Prefer my home
or within city limits.
759-9842.
DRIVERS

CASHIER at Pet Tro Ouik
Chek on 641N, nights and
weekends Apply in person

TRACTOR TRAILER
DRIVERS

DRIVE for more get more
miles get home every two
weeks get more benefits If
you're good enough to
drive eactorttrailer over the
road for M S Carriers.
you're good enough to
drive the best equipment
out there and bring home
more money, more often
You're good enough to
earn up to $45,000 a year
and get more respect from
the company that puts drivers first. Get To A Phone
6 1 5 - 2 4 4 - 1 892,
800-231-5209 MS Carriers Delivering Your
Future

Immediate -.opening for DOT
qualified tractor trader drivers m
MURRAY, KY with at least 2
years experience_ Work Ls
marily over the road; permanent
employment;
home
every
weekend._You vrill earneaixIlent
wages and a full benefits package
including major medical, vision
and dental, retirement program,
and much more. For further detads call Paul Huffman at 502753-1156, between 9 am.-5
pm., Monday thru Saturday.
Must pass DOT physical examination and substance abuse test
Equal Opportinity Employer.

DEDICATED
CARRIAGE
SERVICES, INC.

;

lent with choedren and have
own transportation Refer.'
ences required Call Frank
Hinton, 759-1144 days,
759-1206 after 6pm

3',4 TON air conditioner
a
straight electric heater unit
(not a heat pump) Unit is
5'4 years old General
Model
NEED sitter for 2 children Electric
for summer. Call 753-7696 IBTC042E100B0 $500 or
Phone
best offer
after 5pm
753-7667
NOW accepting applications for managment trai
noes Apply at Shoney s. CASE YT108 yard tractormower 8hp electric start,
Murray, Ky
very good condition, $675
**POSTAL JOBS— Start at 436-5610
$11 41/Hr For exam and
application info Call ELECTRIC hospital bed,
(219) 836 8157, ext 770 8 bedside commode, bath
seat, Duncan Phyfe couch,
to 8 (CST) 7 days
washer (2 weeks old), all in
STORE clerk - part time excellent condition
and full time ground main- 753-5436.
tenance Sportsman's
Campground. For interview FOR Sale - Used refrigerabetween gam-4pm M -F tors, ranges, washers/
dryers, freezers, and fumionly, call 502-354-6568.
tire. Wed-Sat, 10-4:30pm,
The Courier Journal has Sun 1-5pm. Charley's New
immediate opening for one & Used Hazel, Ky.
of their in-town Murray 502-492-8175.
routes. Must have cash
bond, reliable transportation. If interested contact LADIES golf clubs: 3
Hussey, woods, 4 irons, red/white
David
bag, accessories, club cov1-800-866-2211.
ers, $75 753-7340.
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly checks guar- STEEL-toe work boots,
anteed. Free detail, write, western boots, army pants
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia, and jackets, new and used
Suite 239-TKY Ontario, CA guns, motorcycle helmets
and much, much more.
91762.
Jerry's Sporting Goods.6th
WANTED: Lifeguard. Must & Walnut, Mayfield.
have lifeguard certification
Call Kenlake State Resort SUNDAY and everyday
Park, Bill Hainsworth, dresses 2,3154T name
brands 759-4852.
474-2211.

090
Situation
Wanted

DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming.
753-7639.

InT9111T11

LA-

WOODS commeraal
NEED mature, dependable 1989
it
babysitter in Murray home mower with 241 hours on
diesel engine
Kubota
Has
for 2 children, from
mower deck
Call after and 61*
8am-5pm
437-4171
5 30pm References required 753-6812
2 AIR conditioners
energy
permanent 18,75Obtu with
NEED
heatbabysitter/housekeeper in saver, 5000btu 1 gas
after 5pm
my home Mon-Fn. Must be ing stove Call
mature, dependable, excel-. 753-2131

CLEANING, childcare,
cooking, laundry, etc. Wil
do in your home. Robin and
Stacy, 753-0370.

DO YOU EVER
TRY TO IMAGINE
UNA,' YOUR DREAM
GIRL WOULD
LOOK LIKE?
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No4kAT 00 400 PUT
FOR._ NOMB4.1. THREE'

51.1E'D NAVE ROUND
EARS LIKE TWO COOKIE)
016 EYES LIKE TWO
MORE COOKIES AND
A NOSE LIKE A
COOKIE..

GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737.
I am available to stay with
the sick or elderly. Call
753-4590 after 3 30pm
afternoons.
LET me help take care of
you. Very fight duties, parttime, live in or out.
753-0785.
WILL babysit. 753-6519.

ulA

WILL keep children in my
home. Excellent references. CaN 753-0827.
WOULD like to babysit, ask
for Heather. 753-6065

•

ion
Business
Opportunity
IMPUT31
"
.

YANK!

LOICAL Vending Route
(coial Drink, Fret Juice, or
Snacks). Company 'quota
your investment Minimum
investment $10,000.00.
Potential Annual Income of
$21,000.00. For details by
mail Cal 1-800-548-1613.
Ask for Operator 0J.

AIN

CAA VAN ,5 5 Z1
BEETLE BAILEY
WANT TO
JOiN THE
IPHOTC
CLUB,
BEET/.E

NO,TWANK5,51R /!--4E
JOINED TOO MANY
THINGS
A LREAPY

t44'
rot
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"WV
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4 SOS
5-2
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BLONDIE
Xe 6.411-11 a.c•a,N
DOSS cxrcoes
?ol-al edge
IlE,

1:•GNII:201),
MY not

I

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY. Loca
sub-yogurt shop Doing a
very good business and
lots of growth potential Call
appointment
for
618-524-3388.

LIKE WHAT'S

110

BE A PARALEGAL &a,chted 1976, Attorney Instructed, Home Study. Fin
Aid, Free Catalog, SCI
1-800-669-2555

FULL size electric range.
Reproduction of Grandmother's Days. Very nice.
Call Unzy Beane residence
436-2582.
NEW 13.500 BTU,3-speed
air conditioner. Carriers
best, quiet & energy saving
Never installed. Large copper grill w/hood. 16 gallon
wet/dry vacuum. Like new.
502-753-5593

160
Home
Furnishings
25* RCA color TV, maple
cabinet.$125; 19'GE color
TV, $75; both in good condition. 753-1566
2 GOOD gold chairs and 2
maple finish end tables
Call 753-3450.
3 MOBILE homes full of
new and used furniture for
sale, *cheap.* Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal
LIKE new, complete Jenny
Lind baby bed. 489-2869
165

CADIZ Antique mall now
open. Spaces for up to 100
dealers. Rent from $15-$65
per space. Call Jack Gibbs,
522-7880.

190
Form
Equipment
275 NEW -Holland hay
bailer. 759-1330 after 7pm
3-14 BREAKING plows and
I2.4 ft. wheel disk.
492-8411.
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50
Good condition Call
492-8566 after 5pm

2)0
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 7534433
after Sprn
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498 8785 nights

THE PHANTOM

nie eartrFOOTE0

41EN ARE 114.4404,r „ 50UNGILE55...

KEEP
TALKING,
CRisz

FURNITURE, appliances,
glassware One item or a
Days
houseful
502-492-8175. nights
901-247-5518

No.

FISHING $ERE.
5$3uRE EIREAKiNG
THE LAW.

OW

1
1(

1111
0

I,

!pans
iMiliPrsara
E-Z-GO Golf Carts,
Electric. Softball 8 baseball
bating cages now open
North 16th St 753-1152. at
Sullivan's Pat 3golf course
MAGNUM DP 960 incline
bench 2 months old, plus
217Ibs of steel weights and
curl bar and solid steel bar
Also have another bar plus
741bs of concrete weights
that 11 throw in for nothing
$200 for everything
753-0316, 753-0789

PIANO For Sale - Wanted
Responsible party to assume small monthly payments on piano See locally Call credit manager
1 -800-447-4266
210
Illeceilensous

Reel
Estate

CONVENIENTLY located
new university Large 2br,
2 bath apartment Central
heat/air, washer/dryer
hookup, appliances and
water furnished. No pets
References required
753-3949.

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
489-2266

LARGE and very nicq 26R
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753-9898

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even If bankrupt
or bad credit! We Guarantee you a card or double
your money back- Call 1505-682-7555 EXT. M•
1414.
(Cal 7 days • week)

NICE lbr partly furnished
$200/mo plus deposit No
pets. 753-1953 days,
nights 753-0870.

CB base station with 0104
rive 436-5830

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

OUR good grade 8x12 storage buildings on sale for
$795. Acree Portable Buildings 1-247-7831.

NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606.

POOL SUPPLIES. From
chemicals to parts, sup- VERY nice 38R, 1.5 bath
plies, and accessories townhouse. Central H/A,
Above ground to in-ground appliances furnished. Colepools, water testing avail- man R.E. 753-9898.
able 11b. shock $1 99, al
gaecide $7.95, pace sticks
94bs $29.95 CJ's Pool &
Patio, 106 N. 4th St. Murray, 759-1911_
3BDRM, 1% bath, central
WE buy junk batteries $2 gas heat and air located
per automotive unit. 87 No. near Murray High $475 00
Main Benton, Ky. plus deposit. 753-6350.
527-7122.
250
&mimes
Services
KIRBY vacuum repair 20
years experience Jerry's
Sporting Goods 6th & Walnut, Mayfield

NICE 2BR house and-also
a 1BR apartment Both recently remodeled. Lease
required. 753-4109
NICE 38R, 1 5 bath Close
to town Garden spot and
more. Coleman R E
753-9898.

WELL insulated 1'6 story
PRIVATE Investigator with house, near Murray. Eat-in
22 years city and state in- kitchen, OR, LR, bath, 2BR
vestigation experience. on 1st level. Garden, gar*Accident *Criminal *Civil age.$300/mo. No pets Re*Personal or Corporate ferences. 753-7551
*Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
370
Confidential Investigations,
Livestock
(502)753-2641.
kicks
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

12 PURE bred American
gray Brahma cows some
with calves 753-8539 or
753-6088

hc
VI
ar
ar

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1-800 251-ilOME Ext
711L

ar
th

LI
in
W
10

$;

110
Lots
For Salo

1.-11

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622

0
br
ra
fa
Pr
C.

3 LOTS together, located in
East Y subdivision on
Westside Drive Call or see
Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763

35

SF

fOL

lo

bu
450
Farms
For Sale

ca
to
be
75

25 ACRES, 18 umber, 7
pasture, 2 stock sheds
492-8548

SF
ho
oe
16

,160

HOMO.
For Sale
1513 London Dr 3BR, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
fence, deck, many extras
$89,900. 753-5703.

19
75.

3500sq h 1 story brick at
1306 Doran Rd , liv , din ,
den wevault coil & wd
burn. fp , 3 full baths, 3
bdrms w/dress area, exerc.ise & jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
Ig kit. & breakfast area
w/panvy, laund rm lg. 2
car garage, 19 attractive
brick & quarry tile patio, lg.
lot (150'x225') phone
753-0335 after 600 P.M

19
721
$1

19
mo
75.

19
75,

as
mac

3BR older home in country
on 280E City water,
$195mo 436 2759

75,

BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates Car
12x65, 2BR, new central
tral heat and air all ap
heat/air with electric ser- FINE quality Arabian phances, all curtains
vice pole
$5500 horses 5 priced to move custom-made exquisite
Mayfield 345-2479.
436-5279
landscaping ,Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
a.
12x65 HORIZON, 2br,
sprinkler Excelitfrit. MOO;"
stove, refrigerator, washer,
lion
Priced to oIl CaN le
380
conditioners,
dryer, 2 air
owner 759 1073
Pets
deck and hot tub
& Supplies
759-9826.
14x70 VILLAGER. 2br, AKC Cocker Spaniel pup
W/D, central I-4/A, newly pie, pets and show,
remodeled. Must see to ap- $75-$225, chocolate facpreciate. 489-2557 or tored 901-782-3513
753-4837.
AKC puppies, various
1974 FLEETWOOD 24x60, breeds. 901-746-5355
3BR, 2 bath mobile home.
Reasonably priced. Call
753-0212 7am-5pm,
436-5459 after 6pm.
1889 CAVALIER trailer
3br, 2 bath, set up in Fox
Meadows Immediate pos
session, $18,500. West
Kentucky Properties
759-1161.
NEWLY painted 1975 Arbor 65'x14' plus storage
building 10'x12'. Call after
5pm 759-4037.
280
Noble
Home For Rem

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
RENT or rent to own 2BR
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational development near Aurora, Ky Recreational facilities available to renters or owners.
For information call
753-2613, after 5:30pm
753-0840.
310

SPACE suitable for small
office or apartment located
near MSU on Coldwater
Road 753-9393
STORAGE Building.
1850sq.ft. with a loading
dock and a double door.
Prime location. Call
753-8809
'120
ApartmeRIS
For Raid
1BR apartment, low obliges, $155 No pea, References required 753-3949
2BR apartment new University No pets. 753-5992.
2BR duplex in Northwood
$300/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex Northwood,
$300 753-8715
2BR duplex available June
1 All appliances furnished.
.753-4390

9
88
753

19
bla
wh
75.3

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
505 S. 12th St.

19
dibc
753
19
Bo
bon
19
hat
mik
tery

RAT Terrier pups- 2 black GREAT INVESTMENT!
10.3 ac w.1.186'
on
and tan, 1 black and white. 94W. across fromfrontage
Williams
492-8306.
rhapel Church. $21,900
Viis r 743-8354
REG Eskimo Spitz pup- PRIME RUILDIN(i 1.0T!
pies. 753-9979.
Choose from several lots in
one of the choice area off
Peg's Dog Grooming. Johnny Robersom Rd.
WOODGATE ESTATES!
7W-2915.
IlomeSellers 753-0375

14 ACRES located in the
country. Looking for that
special spot? Located near
the lake, Whiskey Ridge
area Additional acreage
available Call for more information Dick Keyser Real
Estate 354-8818.
REPOSSFSSFSI V.. & IIED
140541/5 arallabas from governmeal from SI you repair. 5o
credit check. Alm drug teaser's
sad IRS (enclosures sold for
beak taxes. Can 1-1105-11111.7555
F:XT. 11-2123 for repo Hsi your
area.

Business
Rentals

19
Bro
goc
ext
Cal

BIG REDUCTION I
Owner wants to sell quickly
reduced from 85.000 to
Price
AKC Registered Dashsund
77,500. It'd. 3ba. on 159 x
and Dalmation puppies
219 lot. Is great shape. Neal
901-352-2416 nights, Rd. 753-1649 A surlier buy!
901-986-3693, days
PRICED $20,000 UNDER
COW New 3bd, 2ba. 4mmn.
BOXER bull puppies
from square Original price of
437-4442.
S1 19.W0 now. offered -al
$99.950 for nos home WI 3
GIVE someone a lot of love ula115._ Serious about buying?
Please check this out loday1
Give a Pug pup
753-8673 4 Min from city.
502-527-8907

2BR trailer for rent
753-9866

MOVING, cleaning out
210
house or sheds, used Or
antique furniture, glass,
APARTMENT for rent. I or
Fireweed
tools, quilts One pispe or
.2 bedroom, new downhouse full 642-1r290, A FIREWOOD for sal* town Leas* required
437-4667
492 8594 after 6pm
753-4109

•

Apartments
For Rent

Musical

Antiques

PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
ale Bulls and Heifers,
130
ready for breeding Only
top performance animals
For Sale
offered for sale All animals
Of Trade
guaranteed to breed Smith
FOR sale or trade 1953
Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
Mercedes, all original, good
KY
42211
Day
upholstery, runs good,
(502)235-5182 Night
needs paint Irvin Cobb Re(502)235-5170
sort 436-5811
110

.130

Articles
For Saki

Help
Visaed

Perseeith

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For tree information call

ROBERSON'S

221

'Si

(Cali 7

days a week/

1:Rt.:AT GARDEN SPOT!
31141. lha with 2ac. lot. Brick
vi landscaping, grape &
*blackberry. Price relined
10 343.040. Ilwy 1215 7536825 Owner wants offer!
SAVE TIMUSANDStf,
Helping sellers sell for $1500.
Check with us-when you are
thinking of buying or selling.
ilomeSellers
oREAT PIXER-UPPERI
Choice location Well
insulated. Needs new roof &
some work. $16,500 1002
Poplar St 753-6546
Rciamanal VA IL FallA
hoses is arcs. Call 7537
0375 for informatios.
7

Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

AIMW

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age65and qualify
for Medicare due to disability wioffer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We agopay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50•53.per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and 1156.04. if you do.
For more Information call:

McConnell
Insurance, Agency
753-4199
-free local claim service"

.5

111;•••••

••.-

BEAUTIFUL 1 .4 story
house in Woodgate Subdivision. 38, 2 baths, den
and dining room, lutchen
and utility room Extra large
walk-in closets, breezeway
and 2 car garage Priced in
the $90's. Cal 753-4449.

Inc

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

BY OWNER IMMACULATE 2story, 3-4BR, home
in Candlelite Estates 2
bath, 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets Also 2 adjoining lots available
$75,000 Call 753-0864

Finonc.ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

OLDER 4br, 2story, double
brooked home. close to Murray Ideal for the larger
family or antique lover
Price reduced to $48.900
Call for appointment Dick,
Keyser Real Estae
354-8818

Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

Price &

'88 Ford Festiva L
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dlr. Horizon

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L R., DR. Den w/wood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg foyer, 2',4 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm

1987

'86 lsuzu I Mark
'86 Mustang LX
16 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487
'86 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
'82 ANC Eagle
'2987

SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home Double lot, gas heat.
owner financing $59,900
1613 Farmer 753-5703

'81 Toyota Corolla....

'1987

TRUCKS
'87 Dodge Ram Van__ '4987
'86 Chevy. Astro Van '4987
'85 Ford Ranger
'4487
'84 Chevy S10
'4987
'84 GMC S15 ..........
'82 Ford Van
'81 Ford 350
'81 Ford Van

1985 YAMAHA Virago
720cc excellent condition
$1750 753-1379
1986 Virago 1100 4700
miles, excellent condition
753-6125

'77 Chevy Van

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK

88 KAWASAKI 500 cafe
racer, great for the summer. Priced to sell.
753-1074.

We sell dependable,
affordable cars to p•ople
who want to establish or
rivestablish their credit,
Low Weakly Payments

1973 FORD LTD
Brougham 2door, hardtop,
good shape, one owner,
extra nice, actual miles
Call 753-5007

See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

1113 Sycamore
Murray

1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, extra clean Call
753-9832

759-4999

1976 CAMARO, black with
black interior, aluminum
wheels, very sharp.
753-9409 after 5pm
1977 CAPRICE good condition, runs excellent, $775.
753-0919
1979 BONNEVILLE 1979 PONTIAC Sunbird 2
Brougham, all equipment, door, 120 xxx miles Runs
local car, excellent condi- well $750 OBO 345 2520
tion 436-2427
Excellent work car
1979 FORD Mustang
hatchback V-6, AC,73,000
miles, new tires and battery, $1500 759-1414

1982 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Navy, looks and runs
good See at 405 S 8th ST
Call 753-3584

Wallace's IlPick
Strawberries ( t
ct Starting
Thursday!!! 5/17/90
Time Tues., Thur., Sat. - 7:00 a.m.; Mon., Wed .
Fri. - 4:30 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m
Price: 60' 01. You Pick; $1.25 at. Ordered
Location: Poor Farm Rd. & N. 16th Extended
Phone: 753-0195

STARTING UP OR SLOWING DOWN
This home could be your choice. 3 bedrooms, gas
heat,fenced back yard and conveniently located to
schools and shopping. Offered at $36,000.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Rental on Host
Dry Carpet Cleaner
With Purchase of
Host Products.

Terry's Decorating
753-3321

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely Backhoe Sentice
753-6156
492-8529

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr
$226 36 mor
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title ei License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal. Spraying
and feeding Also free estimates 35 years experience. Glen Joiner owner
753-0906

SEIZED

COLS - Perschs,
BMW, Veins, Mt Truck; Issis,
4-wissters. TV's, Owns, Walter. by Drug Itshweemest
Arisq, PSI, ItS. Usbdiessble
barplas so Ws weds& AvailMk year atm sow Csil 141415.
442-7155 liXT. C-11114.
(CMI 7 dims • Ind)

1983 RENAULT Alliance
4-speed, sunroof, power
brakes, $1200. 753-2117
1984 BUICK Century, Estate Limited station wagon
1 owner, V-6, automatic,
air, bit, cruise, AM/FM cassene power door lock/ and
seats Extra nice 759-1543
or 753-0509.

1984 MAZDA 626 Li.
Loaded all the way, electric
sunroof, great running car,
great condition 489-2763
or 753-2295.
1984 PONTIAC Firebird: 4
cylinder, PB/PS, AM/FM
cassette, $3000 or best offer 492-8600, 753-7455.
1985 NISSAN 300ZX: red,
excellent condition, 72,000
actual miles Call 436-2169
after 5pm
1989 GRAND Prix SE,
white, loaded. 753-6065.

1986 FORD Tempo:
5-speed, air, GL package,
p/s, p/b, sport instrument
center, console monitor,
styled road wheels, 1
owner, low mileage
436-5684

1988 DAYTONA: 5-speed,
AC, light pewter, rear window defog, Alpine tape
deck, nose cover.
753-8651.
1988 LINCOLN Continental, mint condition, 20,000
miles. 753-1169.
1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
miles. 1988 Taurus GL wagon, 46,000 miles. Both
loaded. $7950 each.
437-4723.
1989 DAYTONA ES: dark
blue, automatic, tilt, pw/p1
rear window defog, factory
tape deck, 9600 miles, car
cover 753-8651.

1989 NISSAN Sentra, 2
door, blue, cassette, air,
warranty, 9000 miles,
S5600. 527-7174
1989 TOYOTA Tercel, 600
miles, It. blue. Call
753-8128.

CARS
19 Toyota Tercel
'7.987
'19 Ford Escort
'6.987
18,487
'89 Toyota Corolla
'89 Toyota Canty '11,987
'88 Mazda 929
13,487
'81 Fad 1411d
1,987
1
'88 Toyota Corolla LE 9,487
'18 Toyota Cul '10,487
'87 Toyota Camry
19,487
'87 Mazda 626 LX
'6,917
'17 BMW 3255
'17,987
'17 Toyota Celica GI 18,917
17 Camry LE
1987,9
'87 Toyota Tercel
'4,187
'17 Plymouth Relient 1,987
16 Mercury Cougar '60
16 Pontiac Grrd Pra _26,987
15 Toyota Corla
'2,%7
15 Ford LTD Wgi
987
'84 Toyota Cry LE '4,917
14 Bud PIA Ave
'5,117
84 Ford Crow Victoria. 4,917
'84 Centrif gn.. '487
11 Nissan lien 1,987
'11 Pont said Prit 1,987
'83 Toyota Celica GI '4,487
'82 Ford Crown Victoria '4987
12 Pc4 Trans Am
'4,217
12 Toyota
11 Datsun 9.210
1,987
TRUCKS
'89 Toyota SR5 4X4 '13,487
'19 Toyota ig Ex. C '13,981
'88 Chevy Silverado '12,987
'18 Dodge Caravan 1,981
'81 Toyota 04
10.417
88 Toyota Truck
'6,987
17 Blodg(iravai SE _1987
17 Toyota Pli
'6,487
'17 Astro Vr
1,187
'17 Toyota Vu
'10,987
16 Ctery S10 Ek Catl 4X4 '7,987
'86 Ford Bronco II
'6,987
'E Toyota SRS Long Bed 14187
'85 Chevy Blazer
'6,487
15 Chevy Silverado 404 '1917
11 Chevy Silverado /$87
1117
781,401 PIJ
78 Chevy Sherado 1,487

Cnr.s Bearden
Mark Elkins
8.1: Ca'ver1
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR

1972 FORD 1 ton, 10ft
metal bed, electric double
hoist dump,good condition.
492-8861.
1975 7, ton Chevrolet:
Automatic, P/S, P/B, air,
high mileage, $1450.
759-9856.
1979 FORD pickup, black
custom interior, sharp.
759-4800 after 5prn.
1987 CHEVROLET 'A ton
step-side. Fuel injected
V-8, automatic with OD,
PS/PB, air, stereo, rally
wheels, 16,500 miles, excellent condition. $7800
OBO. 901-644-9179.
1987 CHEVY S10 4 wheel
drive, short wheel base, roll
bar, very clean. Call
753-3518.
1587 GMC Siera Classic
pickup, loaded with lots of
extras. Good condition.
Call 492-8491 or 492-8900.
1988 DODGE Ram 50:
black and silver, dub cab,
chrome wheels, tinted windows, extra sharp. Must
see! Call 753-5102.
1989 AAAZDA truck: p/s,
p/b, A/C, automatic.
753-7597
MUST SELL: 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Excellent
Condition; LW8* Blue &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl •
Auto.; Bedliner; 'Super
Nice Truck.'753-1916, Ask
for Greg
REDUCED! Nice 1984 4x4:
white, PB/PS, 6 cylinder,
Chevy. Must sell. Call
759-1578 or see at 1312
Poplar.
SNAPPER riding mower
8hp electric start. Call
753-3518.

1974 TERRY 27ft. selfcontained, air, excellent
condition. $3000 firm
759-4032.

32' HOLIDAY Rambler
travel trailer, $6500 Cal
436-5598 after 6pm

QUALITY Construction
Alteration 8 remodeling
Porch 8 deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307.

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates ROOFING, plumbing, tree
489-2303
removal, yard mowing.
driveway sealing. Call
753-2869 or 436-5895.

STEWART'S UpholsteryAPPLIANCE SERVICE. Large selection of material
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Free pickup and delivery
Whirlpool. 30 years experi- and free estimates_ 10%
ence. Used Appliances. discount on fabric and labor
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848. on all items through May
BACKHOE Service ROY 31. 436-5236 and
HILL Junior Thom, opera- 436-5280.
tor. 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664.

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lOWEN competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
TREE trimming and brush
removal Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

cuirota men CMINETS
CUSTOS, WOODWORKING

All Types

Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by II sew our showroom

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169.

BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing. Driveways, porches, new foundation,and
chimney and repair work.
753-5476.
CONSTRUCTION: New
homes, framing, additions,
garages, patios, decks, remodeling, solar greenhouses 753-0563 Tripp
Williams, Twin Lakes
Builders
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates. 753-7203.
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos. Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates. L.E. Williams 489-2663.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642.

Now that we are entering our 'garage sale season"
we want you to he informed on our policies.
We dovwork 2 days in advance to Netter serve
YOU. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. dud 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales doliave to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.

GRASS getting away while
mechanics play? Why wait
weeks? We'll repair your
lawn/garden equipment
quickly and expertly. Midway Small Engine Repair,
492-8543.
GUTTERING By Sears.
Sears residential and awlmercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

JOES Liavncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming. 345-2312
KENNEY Travis Trucking:
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
white rock Call 759-1039
evenings
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wutfts Recovery, Murray 436-5560.

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO 108 TOO SMALL

LAKESHORE Construction
- home remodeling,
residential/commercial renovation, plumbing, concrete, 1nm/frame carpentry
436-5598

LICENSED electrician
James Galkmore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835

19138 191t. CHEETAH Ru- PAINTING quality worknabout 165hp I/0 $11,000. manship Free estimates.
Days 753-7688, nights References Call Craig,
759-4703
436-5245
24ft. DELUXE Rived'
cruiser: tachometer, 2 fuel
tanks, enclosure, 70hp
Evinrud• motor, tilt and
cruise, low hours
901-U2-5422.

PROFESSIONAL cleaning, commercial and residential carpet cleaning,
window cleaning, etc
753-7533 or 753-7617
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4eiii No Job Too Small'

Remodeling,

Decks, Garages & Additions .

489-2739

Murray Mart Windows - Siding Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!

Il

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Arr. C:entra
Pt 4 Bo. 1 -A Murray

Icy

/ERR?'ATKINS A .4.SISYXMTkii

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

4;(171

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

43(1-5272

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet 8
upholstery cleaning For a
16h LARSON runabout, free estimate call
75hp motor, plus trailer 75 3-5827 Satisfied
references
753-3096
17ft PROCRAFT with 140
Evinrucle 2 depth finders
and trolling motor. Excellent condition, $5000
753-7708 or 759-4633
184t RANGER bass boat,
black and silver, 150 Mercury engine, Hummingbird
depth finder, with Mercury
loot-control trolling motor
$5500 nice. 759-1543 or
753-0508

TIMOTHY and alfalfa
mixed Pick up in field
$1 35 bale 345-2196

STILL available affectionate free kitten to good
home 7mo old neutered
house broken cledawed,
had all shots Answers to
'Chocolate 759 1830. after 5pm

762-1100
call:

McClure's
Tropical Fish
759-9513

753-1916

manday-Fiiday 8 a.ni.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
To place ),-our ad
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William L.(Bud) Futrell
William L. (Bud) Futrell. 85, of
503 Vine St., Murray, died Sunday
at 5:25 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
A retired farmer and carpenter,
he was a member of a Baptist
church.
He was preceded in death by his
first wife, Mrs. Velma Wallace
Futrell; three sisters, Mrs. Dolly
Berkley, Mrs. Eddie Boren and
Mrs. Sammie Dawson; and four
brothers, Charlie, George, Stonewalls and Silas Futrell.
Born May 24, 1904, in Model,

Tenn., he was the son of the late
William Silas Futrell and Rutha
Futrell Futrell.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Josephine Berkley Futrell, to whom
he was married Nov. 6, 1965; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Randolph Allen will officiate. Burial
will follow in Hillcrest Cemetery at
Dover, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

William Edison (Ed) Burkeen
William Edison (Ed) Burkeen,
72. of 314 Irvan St., Murray, died
today at 5:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Dorothy Suiter Burkeen; one son, Dennis Michael Burkeen and wife, Barbara, and two granddaughters,
Rebecca Kay Burkeen and Kristy
Lynn Burkeen, Rt. 1, Murray; five
sisters, Mrs. Geneva Wright and
Mrs. Homer (Livie) Fennell, Murray, Mrs. Harlan (Mary) Spann, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. John (Virginia)
Coleman, Rt. 1, Dexter, and Mrs.

Stock Market
Report
prices as of 10:00 AM
e,..

5

Additional information Available
Upon Request.
e-

C

r

Mrs. Barbara
• C. Sanders
Final rites for Mrs. Barbara C.
Sanders were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Nowell
Bingham officiated and Mrs. Oneida White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Joe Dyer, Jimmy Futrell, Bob Woodsmall, Kenneth Hurt, Kenny Futrell and J.D.
Waldrop. Burial was in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Sanders, 65, Vero Beach,
Fla., died there Thursday.

..••••
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Allen (Ovena) Eugley, Paris,
Tenn.; one brother, Euel D. Burkeen and wife, Jean, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Five killed
in crash
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Five
people were killed when a singleengine airplane crashed and burned
during takeoff today at Capital City
Airport, state officials said.
A Transportation Cabinet
spokeswoman said the victims
included a cabinet employee and
employees of a private engineering
company.
Hank Lindsey, director of the
state Division of Air Transport,
said he watched the plane take off
shortly after 10 a.m. EDT. He said
the engine appeared to stall shortly
after the plane left the ground.
The Transportation Cabinet
spokeswoman, Angie Siegel, said
she could not release names of the
victims or the engineering company until next of kin had been
notified.
State police and the Federal
Aviation Administration are
investigating.
National Guard Capt. Phil Miller, spokesman for the Kentucky
Department of Military Affairs,
said five people were aboard the
aircraft, which crashed less than a
quarter-mile from the end of the
airport nmway.
He described the plane as an
"out-of-state charter."
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

))F-1

Philip Piazza
Philip Piazza. 82, New Concord,
died Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was retired from North Folken Western Railroad. He attended
New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Isabel Wise Piazza; three daughters, Mrs. Joan Wiler, Pelof Heights, Ill., Mrs. Phyllis Ann Holtane,
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, and Mrs.
Barbara Easton, Gallatin, Tenn.;
four sisters, Mrs. Josephine Morong, Fresoil, Mich., Miss Grace

Robert Copeland

Piazza, Frankfort, Ill., Mrs. Anna
Lee, Barrington Hills, Ill., and Mrs:
Angela Lillian Arrigo, Salem,
Wis.; one brother, Tony Piazza,
Custer, Mich.; seven grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Sammy
Cunningham will officiate with
Mrs. Anita Smith as organist.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Miss Martha Ann Spann
Miss Martha Ann Spann, 94,
Murray, died Saturday at 11:45
p.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home,
Benton.
She was a member of First Baptist Church. Two sisters, Mrs. Gertie Tutt, and Dr. Liza Spann, and
two brothrs, Clyde Spann and Mac
Spann, preceded her in death.
Born March 2, 1896, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Mosie Terrell Spann and
Liza Jones Cain Spann.
She is survived by four nieces,
Mrs. Virginia Riley and Mrs.
Gladys Linn, Trenton, Mich., Mrs.

Edna McDaniel, Phoeniz, Ariz.,
and Mrs. Nadine MeCallon, Murray; four nephews, Talmadge Tutt
and wife, Sue, Budl Tutt and wife,
Abbie, Odell Tutt and wife,
Mildred, and Max Tutt, all of
Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist.
Burial will follow in Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Robert Copeland, 81, Rt. 2, Benton, died today at 4:04 Lm. at his
home. He was owner and operator
of a sawmill.
Born Sept. 24, 1908, he was the
son of the late Lemar Copeland and
Edna A. Kelly Copeland. He was a
member of New Harmony Baptist
Church.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Rhoda I. York Copeland; one son,
Dale Copeland, Rt. 2, Benton; one
grandson, Bobby Dale Copeland,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ella Mae

Slack, Rt. 2, Benton; three
brothers. Glendon Copeland, Benton; Lowell Copeland, Murray, and
Aaron (Doc) Copeland, Evansville,
Ind.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Roy Gibson will
officiate.
Burial will follow in New Harmony Cermtery.
Friends ay call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Allie Smith Story
Mrs. Attie Smith Story, 91, RL
1, Calvert City, widow of Walter
B. Story, died Sunday at 5:45 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Vaughn's
Chapel Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born Nov. 14, 1898, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late E.L. Smith and
Emma Chandler Smith.
Three sisters and three brothers
also preceded her in death.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Mayme Nell Staudacher,
Murray, and Mrs. Marguerite Lofton, Calvert City; one son, L.S.
Story, Benton, Ill.; three sisters,
Mrs. Reba Phelps, Sharpe, Mrs.

Vida Harper, Jackson, Mich., and
Mrs. Lydia Rudolph, Reidland:
three brothers, Eliza Ray Smith,
Briensburg, the Rev. Clarence
Smith, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
John Smith, Calvert City; five
grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Wendell Ordway and the
Rev. Ralph Lindner will officiate.
Burial will follow in Fooks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Ernest Clifford Armbruster
Maurice Glen Jones
Maurice Glen Jones, 63, Kirksey, died today at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former restaurant owner, he
was of Baptist faith.
Born Aug. 16, 1926, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Colon Jones and Bevie Morris
Jones.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Martha L. Jones, to whom he was
married Feb. 14, 1967; one daughter, Mrs. Glenda Hamlin, Oak Park,
Mich.; five sons, Ronald Jones,
Kirksey, Dwayne Jones, Phoenix,
Ariz., Maurice Jones and wife,
Bobbie, Utica, Mich., and Keith
Jones and Adrian Jones, Michigan;
six grandchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Ruth Chaney and husband,
Jim, Dayton, Ohio, Mrs. Barbara
Joiner and husband, Tom, Orlando,
Fla., and Mrs. Maxine Carlisle and
husband, Bill, Paducah; four
brothers, Ersel Jones and wife,

Sara, Mayfield, Harvey Jones and
wife, Linda, Athens, Ga., Wade
Jones and wife, Jean, Almo, and
Eldrid Jones, California.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangments.

A Navy veteran of World War II,
Ernest Clifford Armbruster,
father of Mrs. Brenda Kay Mar- he was a member of Minerva
quardt of Murray, died Saturday at United Methodist Chuikh at
6:15 p.m. at St. Joseph Hospital, Minerva.
Born July 23, 1924, he was the
Lexington.
Mr. Armbruster, 65, was a resi- son of the late Tilton Jesse Armdent of Rt. 1, Dover, Ky. He was a bruster and Nellie May Burns
retired farmer and supervisor of Armbruster.
Southwestern Tobacco Co., - Survivors are dice daughters,
Maysville.
Mrs. Brenda Marquardt and husband, Gary, Murray, Mrs. Janet
Mimbs, Maysville, and Miss
Cynthia Armbruster, Dover, one
son, Kevin Armbruster, Dover; one
sister, Mrs. Loretta Mann, Carlisle;
He is survived by one daughter, one brother, Charles Armbruster,
Mrs. Cindy Walker McConnell, Piqua; eight grandchildren; one
Hot Springs, Ark.; one son, Randy great-grandchild.
Services will be Tuesday at 1
Walker, Hacienda; two sisters,
p.m. in the chapel of Palmer FunerMrs. Garnett (Zelda) Cunningham, al Home, Germantown, Ky. Burial
will follow in Maple Grove CemetRt. 1, Dexter, and Mrs. Dorothy
Hanz, Roxanna, Ill.; four brothers, ery there.
Hudie Walker, Brighton, Ill.,
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
Franklin Walker, Murray, Ernest donations American
to
Heart AssoWalker, Roxanna, and J.R. Walker, ciation
or Cardinal Hill Hospital,
Godfrey,
Lexington.

Thomas Dale Walker
The funeral for Thomas Dale
Walker will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky
Cunningham and the Rev. Troy
Deweese will officiate.
Burial will follow in Ledbetter
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. today (Monday).
Mr. Walker, 50, died Sunday,
May 13, at his home in Hacienda,
Calif.

'FIRSTITIME BUYER
Geta $500 Bonus*
whenyou \purchase
any one'If the following new vehicles:

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
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\aqiest investment
Is you.
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adranric an and Midwesi sira
d angles and 5.1r.c.

Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
r

h

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

wigwam
• palm c

Festiva • Tempo • Probe
Tracer • Topaz • Mustang • Escort
Ranger • Capri • Sable ,

Before the Need Arises. .

•

0.111
*S500 Bonus offered to first-time buyers only with approved credit
through Ford Motor Credit Company.
Stop by today for details and how you can apply.

Ford
Credit

Offer Good Thru May 31st.
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Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

Ask Us About
Forethought Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient-Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800
.
0

M
., President's Award Winner
Four Consecutive Years

'New Ideas From The Area's Most Experienced Dealer"
FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Since 1928

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.

Murray
1

FORD
MERCURY

LINCOLN

753-5273

